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EDITORIAL 

This issue of Red Flag is coming out at a tim~ when 
the Co:n-nJntst revolutionaries are otnerving the 23rd anni
vers:iry of PJrcy formHion on A')ril 22 and when the 25th 
annivers.iry of N 1iolb.ui D 1y, M iy 2 i, '" approaching fa~t 
CPI (ML) Red Fla~ h.i'> issued a call co Mirch '\long Naxal
bari P.Hh and co HJ!d High Connunist Bmner a" the beg:n
nmg of a countr_vw1d! pJl1tical ea n iJi~n culninating on 
Naxalbari DJV wilh the following slo~an;: P.ttriots Unite, 
Kickout I M·F-W B··M N C.; C"nfis..:1ce rm,1.!riali~t Capital; 
Write Off Imr.:rialtst Debt~; M 1rch ForwJrd Along Tne Path 
Of A~rarian R:volution. W.: are 1.rnn;hin~ this political off
ensive at a tLn! w.1:n th: m l:n !ntOJi d:vdop:n !nt> inter
nationally anJ within th: country are compelltng an ideolo
gical-political polarisation at all level'>. Tne sign if 1cancc of 
these developmentc:. to the proletarian revolutionary forces 
are brou~·lt OJt in th! stu it.:• rn;luJ!j in t11i~ v1>lu11e. 
Along wa.1 t:11t the fa·:c thu r.:vi'>1on1Hi ar.: still on th! r.:vi· 
sionist pltn anJ thlt t'.1!y still r.!fu.e to m 1'': any d1~tin
ction between im 1:rial1~m anJ .\\ nxis:n i~ :tllo broJ1flt out. 
Tltese are v~ry signif1CJn: in th! C(.)lltClC! of idc:olol{icJl-p.>li· 
tical and org1nisu1on.il r..'.:C1riarn:t1on urg:nrly need.:J in 011r 

country to rebuild CPI (ML) as thz real prolecarian van
guard capable of leading New O.!mo::racic Revolution co victory. 

What we are witne~~ing at international lcvd today is 
the arrogant m trch of US itn,J.:rialists ani their cronies 
toward~ ll New World Order un l!r w:1ich th: oppressed nations 
and people are going to be subjected to un?r.::edented nco
colonial plunder. Iraq can be repeated in Libra once agair 



to threaten .mJ maim worlJ people. UN h totally reduceJ 
to the status of a political tool of the Yankees. IMF-WB
GATT condicionalities and M. N Cs are utilised as effective 
tools of plunder. And within our country kowtowing to 
imperialist wishes Rao governm~nt of Congress(!) is engaged 
in a political waltz with BJ p. Tile NF-LF alliance through 
their mock op,Josition to R10 govt's policies are shamelessly 
playing the role of apologists. At a time when an uncom
promising anti-imperialist stand is called for, even sections 
of revolutionary camp and petti-bourgeois intellectuals are 
degenerating fast and joir.ing band wagons like the so-called 
'broad left alliance'. That is, while the ruling classes arc 
polarising their forces fast many of the ·week-kneed are 
sucked in to their vortex: and they are emboldened to arro
gantly ride roughshod over the people and to continue their 
subservience to the imperialist ma!.ters. 

It is a situation which demands the ~harpest ideolo
gical-politi.:.il respon~e frnm the revolutionary forces. It is 
a situation c;;milar to many of the historic moments in the 
past when the revolutio11ary forces h~d dared to meet the 
challenge anJ squarely faced the imperialists and their l.tckeys. 

It is a fact that some of the revolutionary forces who 
are still in revolutionary practice have started responding to 
the new developm.:>nr5. But unless they come forward taking 
clearcut ideological political positions it is not going to help 
the polarisation of anti-imperialist, anti-feudal forces. The 
internal struggles taking place in some of these organisations 
itself shows the not-so-hig'1 ideologic:il-political understanding 
among them. This h 1s beco n: the real obstacle to the unity 
of the revolutionary forces without which a mighty challenge 
cannot be thrown up against the enemies of the people. 

We call upon all the revolutionary forces who have 
not yet degenerated to opportunist positions and who are 
still in the rev0lutionary path to emulate the spirit with 
which communist revolutionaries led by Charu Majumdar 
launched a fierce ideological struggle against all shades of 
r~yisionism in the sixties, to close their ranks, and to take 
tr!ltiative in huilding up unity of the revolutionary forces 
so that we can throw up a real challenge to the rotten anti
people system and lead the people towards a new dawn, to 
a New ()emocratic India. 



Historical Significance of 
Naxalbari Struggle 

K. N. Ramachandran 

The coming May 25 marks the 25th anniversary of the great 
Naxalbari peasants' armed uprising. In the uncompromii.ing 
struggle against revisionism en the one hand, and in opening up 
the path of uninterrupted anti-feudal, anti-imperialist struggles 
in the vast expanses of this country on the other, Naxalbari is 
historically significant as a watershed in Indian history. Today 
when, both at international level and within the country, all the 
basic contradictions have sharpened to an unprecedented level 
demanding most energetic responses from the revolutionary 
forces, taking lessons from Naxalbari and following Naxalbari 
path is of much significance. It is all the more important as 
many sections still existing in the name of Naxalbari have aban
doned all basic Naxalbari positions. It is also v'!ry important as 
many of the forces who have deviated from Naxalbari path have 
started openly challenging the basic positions of Marxism-Len
inism and embracing bourgeois positions. In this context rebuil
ding of CPI (ML) and advancing along the path of New Demo
cratic Revolution is possible only by fighting against all deviat
ions from basic Marxist-Leninist positions and taking a firm 
class stand. 

With this perspective we have to rekindle the spirit of the 
Great Debate highlighting the basic ideological-political positions 
associated with Naxalbari. "Marxism - Leninism is a science, 
and science f cars no debate. Anything which fears debate is no 
science. Th-: present grett debate in the international communist 
movement is impelling communists, revolutionaries and revolutio
nary people in all countries to use their brains and ponder over 
problems concerning revolution in their own countries and the 



world revolution in accordance with the fundamental theories of 
Marxism-Leninism. Through this great debate people will be 
able to distinguish between right and wrong, between real and 
sham Marxism - Leninism. Through this great debate all the 
revolutionary forces in the world will be mobilised, and all 
Marxist-Leninist will be tempered ideologically and politically 
and will be able to integrate Marxism-Leninism with concrete 
practice in their own countries in a more mature way. Thus 
Marxism-Leninism will undoubtedly be further enriched, deve
loped and raised to new heights." It is based on this comment by 
CPC led by Mao during the great debate the communist revolu
tionaries in India led by Charu Mdjumda1 launched a fierce 
struggle against all alien positions and paved the way for great 
Naxalbari uprising. Once again only based on this guideline the 
communist revolutionaries in India can carrv forward the task 
of rebuilding the Party and completing NOR in our country. 
This presentta5k will b.! mafo easier if we analyse the concrete 
struggles Wdged at theoretical level which led to N axalbari and 
formation of the Party in late sixties. 

Struggle Against International Revisionism 

Nax:ilbari became historically significant because it paved 
the way for a total rupture with the revisionist past by taking 
firm positions in the ~reat debate then going on within the ICM 
and paving the way for armed agrarian revolution. The split 
within CPI and formation of CPI (M) took place in 1964 at a time 
when Krushchov's phoney communism was exposed and when 
the revolutionary forces ah nver the world led by Mao had 
already drawn correct historical lessons from the de gene rat ion 
of Soviet Union to capitalist path. During the development of 
ideological struggle within CPI against Dange's Kr1.1shchovite 
line, vast majority of the cadres and sympathiser~ had expected 
that the polarisation taking place within Indian communist 
movement shall lead to a proletarian revolutionary line and a 
Party guided by it. But contrary to these expectations the Seventh 
Congress of CPI (M) held in December 1964 refused to adopt 
Mao's proletarian revoluti•mary line. Instead, it adopted a 
centrist line criticising both Soviet and Chinese positions and in 
essence toeing Krushchovite revisionist line. As a result immed
iately following Seventh Congress communi~t revoluuonaries all 
over India initiated a fierc:: ideological struggle within CPI (M). 
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It was spearheaded by Charu Maiumdar through his historic 
Eight Documents of 1965-67 period. 

It wa~ the time when following the Great Debate against 
Soviet revisionism Mao Tsctung had initiated an uncompromising 
struggle against the capitalist roaders within CPC by developing 
the theory and practice of continuing class struggle under dictator
ship of the proletariat during the Great Proletarian cultural 
Revolution (GPCR). In this process Mao Tsetung developed 
Marxism-Leninism to a new stage. While focussing on exposing 
and overthrowing the headquarters of the capitalist roaders 
within CPC led by Lia Shaochi and Deng Tsiaoping, GPCR had 
its profound international significance. Continuing the analysis 
of Soviet experience of socialist construction under Stalin, 
during GPCR Mao initfated a process of developing the path of 
sociali5t construction to a new stage by rectifying many of the 
earlier shortcomings in Soviet Umon aa<i in all socialist countries 
including Chma who were emulating Soviet experience mechani
c;illy, while steadfastedly upholding, def endmg and developing 
all bisic; Marxist-Leninist positions. Marxist-Leninist world view 
is dialectical and. historical materialism. It constitutes the· best 
weapon for under~tanding the world and .transforming it. Comb
ining the universal truth of .Marxism-Leriinism with the concrete 
practice of socialist transformation in China and developing the 
theory and practice of continuing class struggle under the dicta
orship of the proletariat in the c.Jntext of the modern revisionist 
off cnsive in the ICM by Krushchov clique and its cronies every
where, Mao Tsetung developed ,\farxism - Leninism to a new 
stage-Marxism-Lenmism-Mao Tsetung Thought. It became the 
theoretical basis guiding the thinking of communists everywhere. 

During 1965-67 period Charu Majumdar repeatedly poin
ted out that only by firmly upholding Marxism-Leninism-Mao
Tsetung Thought and applying it to the concrete conditions in 
India the task of completing the New Democratic Revolution 
(NDR) can be fulfilled. It is thi~ theoretical breakthrough 
drawing from the lesson:s of the ideological struggle within ICM 
and of the GPCR which gave a qualitative leap to Indian comm
unist movement and led to Naxalbari struggle. This theoretical 
clarity led an uncompromising struggle against all manifestations 
revisionism and to an all-round revolutionary offensive. It in its of 
turn led to the formation of CPI (ML) with Marxism-Leninism
Mao Tsetung Thought as its theoretical bhis and to the 1970 
Party Programme which in the main provided and continues to 
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provide a basically correct perspective to the NDR in India. 
ln>pitc of th:: shom..:omings during this period which along with the 
brutal suppression let lo:lse by the enemy to severe setback to the 
movement, this theoretical clarity with regard to basic Marxist
Leninist po>itions was very much present even in the last writing 
of Charu Majumdar before his arrest and martyrdom-'People's 
interest is Party's interest.' 

Due to his departure the rectification campaign he had 
planned could uot be taken up. And drawing of correct lessons 
from the struggle against Lin Piaoism in early seventies and later 
against the unrc:pent ent capitalist roaders led by Deng Hsiaoping 
was aim seriously affected. What happened as a result is part 
of the history of the Marxist - Leninist movement in India. 

Eeven after CPC under the leadership of Mao coming out 
severely against Lin Piaoism especially after its Tenth Congress 
in 1973 explaining the serious damage brought about by it to the 
continuation of GPCR and to the damage caused by it to the 
struggle by the socialist roaders against still entrenched capitalist 
roaders, quite a few sections iu India dogmilically cliugcd to 
Lin Piaoism. This precipitated serious splits within the movem· 
cnt, preventtd a purposeful rectification campaign, and caused 
serious damage to the movement. While no such forces exist 
anywhere else in the world, these sections now reduced to 
microscopic levels still dogmatically try to harm the movement 
from totally sectarian standpoints. 

Again, after the departure of Mao in September 1976 
when the capitalist roaders staged a coup, arrested and suppre
ssed the socialist road ers, and tranfo1med socialist China into a 
bourgeois state even putting forward the class collaborationist 
'three world theory' as the general line of the world revolution, 
the inability to take firm Marxist- Leninist positions when 
confronted with serious challenges reduced most of the Marxist
Leninist organisations to apologists of Hua-Deng clique. They 
even hailed the revisionist Eleventh Congress of CPC which 
rejected the concrete lessons of GPCR. Though some of them 
later denounced Deng and accepted the fact that China has 
transformed to capitalist path, they still cling to the class
colloborationist three world theory. In almost all major internat
ional developments they as a result fail to take sharp Marxist
Leninist positions. 

Only forces like CPI (ML) (Red Flag) who have taken 
firm positions against Lin Piaoism and its manifestations which 
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prevented the building up of a Bolshevised party in India and 
condemned the arrest of socialist roaders immediately after 
.M.ao's death right from the beginning, and could uphold the 
heritage of Great Debate and GPCR and uncompromisingly 
fought against all m lnif e.>rat1on~ of revisionism. Only they could 
establish link with the revolutionary forces in ocher countries 
and launc!: solidarity campaigns supporting the struggling people 
everywhere. This became possible only because they could take 
lessons of firmly struggling against all alien trends without any 
compromise trom Cham Majumdar and other revolutionaries. 
Thus inheriting, defending and developing Marxism Leninism
Mao Tsetung Thoughl was correctly projected as the corner 
stone for completing NDR in India. History has fully vindica
ted the consistent ideological - political positions taken by the 
genuine revolutionary forces against international revisionism 
during the last four decades and more. Naxalbari was and 
~ontinues to be a guiding light in this historic struggle to the 
communist revolutionaries in India. 

Characterisation Of Indian Bourgeoisie 

As Mao repeatedly stressed, the successful completion of 
revolution in a country demands a scientific class analysis to 
ascertain who are the enemies and who are the friends of revo
lution. Lenin in his Colonial Theses presented to the Second 
Congress of Communist International (Cl) itself had precisely 
pointed out that the stage of revolution in colonies, semi-colonies 
aud dependencies as bourgeois democratic. But he pointed out 
that because of the experience of October Revolution and 
because of the character of bourgeoisie in these countries, they 
will not lead these revolutions. Instead only the working class, 
however weak it is, can lead it with imperialism and feudalism 
(or feudal survivals) as targets, the peasantry as the motive 
force and the naticnal bourgeoisie both as a conJitional ally 
(to the extent the latter, or a section of it, fought agai'mt impe
rialism) and a potential though secondary target (to the extent 
this bourgeoisie, or a section of it, compromised with imperial
ism). 

Based on this CPI in its Draft Platform Of Action, 1930, 
declared that "an agrarian revolution against British capitalism 
and landlordtsm must be the b1sis forth.: revolutionary emanci-
pation of India ............ The greatest threat to the victory of the 
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i'hahnf' '~'!'l°.'.'L~cc i;, the fact that masses of our people still har
,1,nw .i~::·,.-,,::i- Ji.!'>:;it th! ~ational Congress, and have not realised 
ti11w ,£ "!''.'<:'.'1-:.'Jt.:~ • .::~~s organisation of the capitalists working 
.11!:11n~; 1:1~ (~"-rnunul interests of the toiling masses of our coun
cr.• .. ~.r.t:CJ ':'!! H5 ":"!D letter to CPC in 1933, CPI said: • 'The 
hHr:.:'t JJt;,n '5!1'!'ik"';:m!nt of Indian bourgeoisie are more or not 
inrtt."'"'B:·~ 1J:-:.n ~~e of British imperialism. The modern bour
i!!11HH1!' um h.J;.a has emerged from the Indian merchantile 
cr:1mr.:iJ;...'HU; ·~ r-nr rich by participating in the trad: with 
lJ.:.,-:c,.;t im...-:--""i••U. in the early decades of 19th century. The 
ac.:.r.mr..ai:.£~ oi c.aoital in the hands of this class was the 
ihftl-..al' •tf ~ !f~uion of lcdian industries and the growth of 
!Lit:L·tn' :::I>.h~nal upitalists ····The desire of the Indian bourg
ttir•1n~ '!Wt ·~!D a sub<;.tantial ~har:: in the exploitation of the 
1t:"1~ Iii t!:e ~uis of its oppoistional role against imperialism. 
(.":!< e:~ t~'!!ct hu~.d, its role as capitahsts and its intimate rclati
tUmi 'IJ':~ bzg. und - owning and money - lending interests is the 
!b.Att:n olf It; role of a counter - revolutionary force disorganising 
:£!& u'bciu~g the revolutionary anti-imperialist struggle for 
Jl:>~U-Cc." 

ID spite of this correct beginning, the CPI leadership 
faueJ to ukc an inJependent stand and play its vanguard role. 
On the con:rary as the people's struggles against British colonial 
rule started intensifying it started vascillating and just prior to 
the t!'ansfcr of power proclaimed its support to the partition of 
the country on curml!nal lines and bar.ding them over to 
C'ln~re>S ani ,\\usli:n League leaderships. In effect it was 
reduced to accomplices of these bourgeois - landlord parties. At 
the same time CPC with the Mme beginning proceeded under 
Mao· s leadership to the characterisation of Chinese big 
bourgeoisie as comprador and played its vanguard role leading 
NDR to victory. 

During this period Cominform's organ 'For Lasting 
Peace, For People's Democracy' upheld concrete application of 
Chinese path as the correct line for NDRs in Asian, African, 
Latin American countries. Though reflecting this analysis the 
Second Congress of CPI in 1948 took a position characterising 
the trrnsfer of power as a comriracy between British imperial
ism and its lackeys and called for armed over~hrow of Congress 
go\·ernmcm, scon it changed its line and adcpted a revisionist 
position in its Third Congress in 1953. When Krushchov clique 
usurped power in Soviet Union and started its counter-revolut
ionary offensive with theories of 'peaceful transition to social-
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ism', 'state of the whole people', and 'non··Capitalist path of 
development' in 1956, a major section of CPI leadership was 
already ready to openly embrace them. They declared that 
Nehru is leading a government of predominantly national bour
geoisie who are taking India to socialism through non capitalist 
path of development. They depicted stage of revolution as 
National Democratic to be reacefully compkted under Nehru 
government and those who follow him. This class-collaborat
ionist line openly encouraged by Kru!'hchov dique was challen
ged by major section oft he ranks and file. But when the split 
took place and CPI(M) was born, instead of rejectir.g the Dang
eist positions outright they took a centrist line. Tht:y depicted 
Indian big bourgeoisie as having dual character, partly collabor
ating with imperialism and partly independent. They opted for 
parliamentary path to peacefully complete People's Democratic 
Revolution. Alongwith this to hoodwink the masses they clai
med to uphold 1951 Tactical Line which had proclaimed that 'all 
methods adopted by people in their struggle are :.acrosanct.' 

Fighting against thc~e right opportunist anJ centri&t posi· 
tions aud appiying Mao's scientific appro2ch to class analysis to 
Indi<w conditions, communist re·;olutiooaries from 1965 itself 
started pornong out that Indian bourgeoisie i~ comprador in 
character. Even the national bourgeois sections arc linked to 
them through numerous bonds making th..:m incapable of taking 
any patriotic positions in the present situation. National Congress 
in the pre-1947 as well as post 194 7 periods was representing the 
interests of this class leading the country to impcri.ilist clutches 
once again. 

This was clearly stated in t'.1e 1970 Party Programme 
of CPI (ML) as follows: '"During these years of sham 
independence the big co;;:iprador bureaucratic bourgeoisie and 
big landlord ruling clas~es have been serving their imperialist 
masters quite faithfully. These lack1·y~ of imperialism while 
preserving the old British impcri:ili,t cxpioitation have also 
hrought US imperialist and Sova:t social imperialist exploi
ters to fleece our country. They have mortgaged our cou
ntry to the imperialist powers ....... '' Today when Rao govern
ment taking the policies pursued from the time of Nehru 
government to th~ir natural culmination by totally mortgaging 
the country to IM F-World Bank-GATT conditionalitiei. and 
MN Cs' dictate:; the CPI-CPI (M) and similar opportunist 
positions stand to:ally exposed, and the C P I (ML) position 
is fully vindicatn.t. 
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India A Neo-colony 

The Breuen wood!> Agreements put forward by U S 
imperialism in 1944 laun1.hing IM F and World Bank and 
claiming domination of doller was a clear proof of its intention 
to bring the then colonies and semi-colonies under various 
imperialist powers under its neo-colonial domination. These 
moves were wdl explained by C P C led by Mao in 1963 
its document Apologists of Neo-Colonia/ism as follows: .. After 
World War 2nd imperialists have certainly not given up colo
nialism, but have merely adopted a new form, neo-coloni
alism. An important characteristic of such neo-colonialism 
is that the imperialists have been forced to change their 
old styk of direct colonial rule in some areas and to adopt 
a new style of colonial rule and exploitation by relying on 
the agents they have selected and trained. The imperialists 
headed by U S enslave or control the colonial countries and 
countries which have already declared their independence by 
organising military blocks, establishing 'federations• or 'com
munities', and fostering ruppet regimes. By means of eco
nomic 'aid' or other means they retain these countries as 
markets for their goods, sources of raw materials and out
lets for their export of capital, plunder the riches and suck 
the blood of the people of t~ese countries. Moreover they 
use UN as an important tool for interfering in the internal 
affairs of such countries and for subjecting them to military, 
economic and cultural aggression. When they are un11ble to 
continue their rule over these countries by ''peaceful means", 
they engineer military coup d'etat, carry out ~ubversion or 
even resort to direct armed intervention and aggression. 

''The US is most energetic and cunning in promoting 
neo- colonialism. With this weapon US imperialists arc trying 
hard to grab colonies and spheres of influence of other 
imperialists and to establish world domination. This neo
colonialism is a more pernicious and sinister form of colo
nialism.·' 

Based on this analysis Charu Majumdar wrote in 1965: 
"The moribund imperialist forces who became convinced that 
they cannot continue their old methods of exploitation. mode
rnised their form of exploitation. Giving doller and establi
shing its domination they evolved a new form of exploitation. 
Neo-colonialism was initiated in this manner." If the existence 
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of a powerful socialist block of countries and national liber
ation movements in the forties and fifties prevented U S 
imperialists from cherishing their dreams soon, the degener
ation of socialist Soviet Union into a social-imperialist super
power created a new world situation in the sixties in which 
the two superpowers were contending and even colluding at 
times for neo-colonial world hegemony. It is in this context 
the 1970 Party Programme of C P I (ML) declared that "they 
(the ruling classes) have mortgaged our country to imperi
alist powers, mainly to US imperialists and Soviet social 
imperialists. With the weakening of the power of British 
imperialism the world over, the Indian ruling classes have 
now hired thems!lves out to US imperialism and Soviet 
social-ir.1perialism. Thus instead of two mountains British 
imperialism and feudalism, the Indian people are now wei
ghed down the four huge mountains namely imperialism 
headed by US irrperialism, Soviet so:ial imperialism, and feudal
ism and c;omprador bureaucratic capital. Thus India has turned 
into neo-colony of U S imperialism and Soviet social imperi
alism." It added that the neo.colonial state is ''preserving 
and perpetuilting the semi-feudal, semi-colonial character of 
Indian ~ocietv' · and that "the bal>ic ta~k of the Indian revolution 
is to overthrow the rule of feudalism, comprador-bureaucratic 
capitalism, imperialism and social imperialism.·' 

The CPI-CPI(M) like forces with th;!ir characterisa
tion of Indian bourgeoisie as predominantly nationalist or 
having dual character; and even sections of the Marxist
Leninist movement who vulgarised the basic Naxalbari po
sitions or were drawn to 'srructuralist · or petti-bourgeois 
anarchist western theories ltke 'dependcn1:y theory' were 
continously trying to ridicule and refute the correctness of the 
CPl(ML) }'Osition for the last two decade~. But now with 
the disintegration of social-imperiali<.t Soviet Union a phase 
of inter imperialist contradicrions in which the two super
powers were contending and at times even colluding for world 
domination coming to an end the political-ideological posi
tions of all these apologists of Neo-colonialism are exposed 
more than ever. A uni-polar like situation in which the inter
imperialist conm:dictions arc sharpening with US imperia
lism trying to reali~e its Pax-Americana brand of New World 
Order on the one hand, and the allround r.eo-colonial plunder 
by the imperialis! camp led by US imperialism has unprecedent-
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edly intensified the contradiction between imperialism and the 
oppressed nations and people on the other hand ha'> emerged. 
While these changes have not made any basic shift in the world 
situation, they have proved more than ever the correctness of 
the evaluation of the Naxalbari movement d'out t!.e basic ront· 
radictions at the international level and in India, and about the 
allround intensification of the neo-colonial plunder as a result of 
which all the Asian-African-Latin American countries are redu
ced to neo-colonies. 

The Question Of Armed Struggle 
And Proletarian Revolution 

In its document Proletarian Revolution and Krushchov's 
Revisionism during Great Debate CPC stated: ·'The entire hist
ory of the working class movement tells us that the acknowledg
ement or non-acknowledgement of violent revo!uticn as a univer
sal law of proletarian revolution, of the neccs~ity of smashing the 
old state machine, and of the necessity of replacing the dictator.
ship of the bourgeoisie- by the dictatorship of the proletarian has 
always been the watershed between Marxir.m and all bn.nds of 
opportunism and revisionism. betwet.n proletarian revolution
aries and all renegades from the proletariat. According to the 
basic teachings of Marxism- Leninism the key-questions in every 
revolution is that of state power. And the key-question in the 
proletarian revolution is that of seizure of st:itc power and the 
smashing of bourgeois state machine by violence, the establish
ment of the dictatorship of the proletariat and the replacement 
of bourgeois state by proletarian state.'' 

Marx and Engels repeatedly stressed that "working 
class cannot simply lay hold of the ready-made state machinery 
and wield it for its own purposes.'' Marxism has always 
proclaimed the inevitability of violent revolution as the react
ionary classes never give up power voluntarily and that they 
are always the first to use violence to repress the revolu
tionary mass movement and to provoke civil war, thus pla
cing armed struggle un the agenda. Lenin spoke of civil 
war,; ''without which uot a singk great revolution in history 
has yet been able to get along.'· It is impossible to even 
enter the transition stage from capit,1lism to communism
soci:1lism-without smashing the state a'10pted to the rules of 
the bourgeoisie. And M.ao added: '·revolutions and revolu-
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tionllry wars are in!ViL1ble in class so.::iety an,i that with nt 
them it is im.n;sible to accon("llis!t any kap in sodal de:.:· 
lopment and to overthrow the reactio'liry rulin~ cla~ses and 
therefore impossible for the p~a?le to win political pow ~r. 
History of the ICM including the late~t dcvdop:n~nt; in 
all erstwhile so.::iatist countries ha\';: repeatedly proved c:1ac 
in this era of imperialism and pr"l~tari<1n revolution, prn\e
tariat and its allies can captur~ palirical power and mainr i in 
it not only by arming thcmseh·cs id,~otogic.illy and politically, 
but also by getting always prepared to capture, defend aud 
expand their politcal power to global lcvd through arm~d 
struggle. It was this basic lesson which wa~ r~futed by CPI 
leadership when it inaugurated its rcvi~iunist pursuit in I 953 
Third Congress. CPI (M) leadership also under the guise of 
upholding 1951 Tactical Line hoodwinked the masses and 
embraced rarliamcntarism and path of peaceful transition in 
I 964 itself. It was at this time Charu Maiumdar and other 
communist· revolutionaries vigorously strug~kd against this 
out and out revisionist position and established that only 
through protracted armed struggle N DR can acco
mplish victory. 

Quoting Mao, the 1970 Party Programme stated: ''The 
revolutionary war is the war of the masses; it can be waged 
only by mobilising the masses and relying on them.'' It 
declared that the path of India· s liberation is the path of 
peopl~'s war. Evaluating the two decad.!s of practice, over
coming initial shortcomings the genuine communist revoluti
onary sections are now moving ahead in e~tablishing a correct 
relation between ma<>'> line and military line and in chalking 
out a tactical line co:iforming to the concrete conjicion> of 
India. Whil: the historical cxciericnce and concrete gro ;nd 
realities have proved the correctness of the path of arm.:-d 
agrarian revolution put forward by C P I (ML), all the r :·Ji
sionisr-opportiunist sectiom who hwe embraced parliam··nt
ari-;m and the 'pat'1 of peaceful t ramform·nion ·, or those w'.10 
have now foonJ virtue in b{)·irg·'oi~ d~mo..:racy are :.ill expo .ed 
as nothing but flunkcy~ oC imperialic;t camp. 

The Politics Of New Democrat;y 

The abandonment of the path of armed agrarian re»o
lution by CPI leadership in the fifties betraying the her JiC 
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1'elengana anJ numerou!> other revolutionary struggle!» leJ by 
revolutionaries in different parts of the country had opened 
the floodgates of opportunism and C P I like any other bour
geois-landlord parliamentary party adopted most compromising 
positions to suit its election needs. Making a basic rupture 
with this revisionist position C P I (ML) in its 1970 Congress 
called on the Indian people to fear no sacrifices to complet~ 
the N D R so as to carry out the following major tasks: con
fiscation of all imperialist capital and liquidation of all im
perialist debt; confiscation of all land belonging to landlords 
and its redistribution to landless and poor peasants, cancella
tion of all agricultural debts and allround improvement of 
agriculture; remove all inequalities suffered by women and 
gu4rantee equality of status to them; enforce better living 
conditions for all people and end unemployment; abolish caste 
system, remove all social inequalities and all discrimination 
on religious grounds; unify India based on recognition of 
the right of self determination to all nationalities; give equal 
status to all national languages; develop New Democratic 
culture in rtace of colonial and feudal culture: abolish 
present educational system and educational institutions and 
build up a new educational system and educational institutions 
consistent with the needs of People's Democratic India; 
exercise people's political power through revolutionary people's 
councils at all levels; form alliance with the international 
proletariat and oppressed nations of the world. 

This programme for total revolutionary transformation of 
Indian society has clearly drawn the line of demarcating between 
revolution and counter-revolution. That is why the imperialist 
forces through their numerous 'voluntary' foreign funded agen
cies and by manufacturing reformist ideologies are trying to 
delink the various aspects of this New Democratic programme and 
present them in isolation. The fund movements for Protecting 
environment, to liberate: women, to assist depressed castes, to 
expand literacy and even to help struggles of nationalities as if 
environmental destruction, women's suppression, caste system, 
illiteracy and national oppression are isolated questions unconn
ected with the imperialist-f~udal system existin~ in this country. 
The degenerates from revolutionary ranks and petti - bourgeois 
intellectuals are recruited in large numbers to confuse, to maim 
and to lead astray the masses. The imperialist moves are serving 
as complimentary efforts to help their native lackeys, the 
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cumprador -· bure11u~rat bourgeoisie and feuJalisb aud thdr 
political l'epresentatives to safeguard the pre.sent so ·ial 
system and the Indian state machinery protect.mg ic. 

But what is happening all around us has exposed all the 
heinous moves of imperialists and their lackeys. Inspitc of 
environmentalist movements environment is getting polluted anri 
destroyed at an increasing scale; inpite of women's liberadon 
movements women are getting suppressed more and more; inspite 
of caste organisations prolif crating casteist suppression is mo~.m
ting; inspite of many movements advocating cause of different 
nationalities uneven development an.j national Sllppression are 
intensifying so on and so on. Wnat do all th~se me.m~ Evenwhile 
accepting whatever positive awareness created by these move
ments, and attempting to unite with pGsitive elements among 
them through a process of poiiucal p:>larisation, has to 
be repeatedly stressed th:tt so long as th:!>e m:>vements do not 
identify the basic cau~e of the5e illnesse> -- im:Jerialism and 
iti lackeys everywhere - ani WJdc for o·•erthroNing this anti
people systecn, they will succed only i:1. confu>in~ and leading 
the people astray. 

It is in this context the progamme of NOR becomes all 
the more relevant. N axalbari and the history of the country anj 
Naxalbari movement during last quarter of a century has unmi-
1takenly proved that only through the realisation of a New 
Democratic Programme a revolutionary transformation can be 
materialised. And this is possible only by firmly upholding the 
basic tenets of revolutionary struggle put forward by Naxalbari 
and tirelessly pursuing the path of NOR in the days to comt:. 
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Class Struggle On The 
Theoretica I Front 

M. M. Somasekharan 

The present dctory of world ir.'.iperialism in the practical 
field over Marxism and socialism inspires it to question the basic 
tenets of Marxism itself. As in the case of every other field, 
here also class struggle manifests itself, on the one hand as hig
hly intensified and naked and on the other hand as highly com
plex and di~guised. Whatever be the nature or the di~cction 
where this come from, each and every aspects of them ultimately 
converge their attacks in order to negate or weaken the histori
cal role of proietariat and the i: roletarian dictatorship. What 
we want to deal with in this note are the bourgeois ideas pres
ented them<>elv~'s with the mask of Marxism and have become 
more dangerous as far as those within the revolutionary move
ment are concerned. 

Now we are in the 25th year of Naxalbari struggle. As 
it was rightly pointed out by the Chinese Communist P8rty. 
Naxalbari was the spring thunder over Indian horizon. Not 
only it has opened a great and shining path for Indian Revolut
ion in the practical front bur led to serious and in depth polemics 
and examination and searches in the theoretical field also. Nax
albari was a spark which caused the prairie fire in the vast 
areas of India, not only in tnc sense of practical programme of 
struggle put forward by it, but also as a result of the eastern 
wind of the: Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution of China 
blown against the back ground of the theoretical struggle being wa · 
gedwithin the Indian communist movement for some time. Just like 
the futility of the theory which has no practice at all we have to 
understand the blindness of the practice devoid of theory. 
While we evaluate the experiences of the last 25 years, despite 
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the colourful pictures of the great sacrifices of the pa!.t we 
have to sub1ect the experiences to a rigorous evaluation to a~ce
rtain how much we had carried forward the Indian Revolution 
in the fields of theory and practice. During late sixties, while 
the Naxalbari was being waged, Indian Marxist-Leninist Move
ment has engaged in deeper p<>lemics anJ paid serious attention 
to build up a stable th:oretical b.ase upon which the revolution
ary fortifications &gainst revisionism and all other alien class 
thoughts wa5 expected to be built. It has bestowed its atten
tion on all aspe.:ts related to the development of the theoretical 
base of Indian Revolution like imp.:rialism and it<> new faces, 
global revisionism and the strug<jles against it, the class chara
cter of Indian constitution and the historical experiences of 
Indian communist Moveml!nt etc: in that given world situations. 
The collected works of com·Charu Mazumdar and the old iss
ues of ·Liberation' are the testimonials to this theoretical eff o
rts of that time. But the left sectari1m tendencies, got strength 
ened within the mov.!ment im'D'!diatelv, '1we invariably influen
ced the above said theoretial effort~ also. Even in the spring 
time of the movement, we can see vulgar formulations affected 
by the pests of sectarianism in the theoretical field and it had 
grown tremendously to engulf the movement in total and checked 
the new developments in the realm of revolutionary theory. The 
premises of the theoretical struggle waged within the communi-;t 
movement in India for years, which, led to an immediate poler
isation within it since the split in 1964 had set the background 
for facilitating the single spark of ~axalbari to spread as a 
Prairie fire. But sectarianism which got strengthened and intoxi· 
cated in the upsurges of late sixties has pushed those theoretical 
struggcls and efforts into the darkness of ignorance. This kind of 
evasive attitude towards the theoretical field was not only imtru
mental to the destructive repurcussions on revolutionary theory, 
but has also served as fertile soil for bourgeois theoretical for
mulations among revolutionary group'i and rank and file. The virul
ent influence of the western wind is getting strengthened upon 
maoy sections of Indian revolutionary movement which is alreadY 
Under the grip of pragmatism-which ultimately and definitely 
emerges from bourgeois class base-in the background of pres
ent world situation. The primary aim of this article is a limited 
one that is to highlight the above said fact. 
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II 

During 1960s especially in the second half of that decade, 
it was widely propagated that the working class was no longer 
capable to lead the revolution and a new force comprising of 
youth and students had to shoulder that responsibility. Su~h a 
view with the inspiration it absorbed from the Cuban revolution, 
rose to the leadership of Spring Revolt of Paris and influenced 
revolutionary rank and file the world over significantly. It was 
with this view the \ ~ultural Revolution of China and the Chinese 
Revolution itself were extensively broadcast through the Western 
media. The necessity of taking up of leadership by new forces 
in the context of the weaknesses of working class was widely 
discus<ied. Castro, Debrey, Franz Fannon, Cohen Bendit and 
others were praised as symbols of new revolution in revolution. 
Efforts even to read Mao along this line also were there in the 
West. 

But just like all other petti bourgeois wishfulness this 
was also de>tin~d to end up as a tragejy in the hands of imperi
alism and bourgeoisie. The ideological influence unleashed by this 
line of think.ing has served the imperialist interest by weakening 
the coh~~ion among the revo!ut;onary rank and file, and leading 
revolutionary organisations to disintegration. Though these tren
ds try to fu Ifill this task of leading revolutionaries astray even now. 
it has lo~t e\ en the originators of the very idea itself. Indeed 
this line of thinking and its spokesmen has got assimilated the 
bourgeois line of thoughl• Now the bourgeoisie needs new 
w~1~~a» B1 n!~dn~ the le1din~ role and tasks of 
the working class in revolution they try to weaken the historicity of 
revolution. During the later half of seventies and eighties femi
nism, environmentalism and various ethnic, national and CliSte 
chauvinisms have sprouted out as the instruments of petti-bour
geois lines of thought which grasped the spiritual call of the 
historical necessities of bourgeois class. By the end of eighties 
all tbcse diverse lines have confluenced to a single stream of 
thought as a common voice against Marxism in the guise of 
of Marxism itself. As it was in the previous insca11ces now also 
the main target of attack is the proletarian leadership and they 
aim to refuse or weaken the leading role of working class. 

The concept of socialism put forward by Marx is scienti
fic socialism based on historical materialism. In other words it 
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is an inevitable phase of historical developmeut and not a wishful 
thinking or dream. It means that the scientific socialism is based 
on the laws of history. As far as Marxism is concerned this is 
not the case of socialism only. Marx and Engels have liberated 
history itself from the boastful sagas of heros and induviduals, 
and put forward a concept of history which develops on the base 
comprising of production forces, production relations, modes of 
production, class and class struggles and with various phases 
distinguished by the above factors. It was on the base of such a 
concept of history, the working class, the most progressive class 
of history according to Manism, was christened as the leader 
of the present day history. 

In order to understand this thoroughly we have to know 
how Marxism looks upon various classes and sections of his
tory. To determine the progessive character of different classes 
or their retrogressiveness and their role in the course of history, 
Marxism takes their relations with production proct.sses of diff
erent modes of production into consideration and the torture ar.d 
poverty to which that particular class is subjected to is not a 
criterion in this regard. It was this scientific approach of Marx
ism that led it to the conclusion that the determining and leading 
force of the present day history is the modern working class and 
not those aborigines pushed to the peripheries of history and 
subjected to heinous rlunder, or the peasantry under the yoke 
of feudalism; or the oppressed dalit, or the tortured women. 
Nothing which weakens this basic approal:hes of historical mat
erialism deserves no relevance in the name of Marxism. 

Does this mean that Marxism undervalues the questions 
of torture and poverty ? Certainly not; on the other hand it affi
rms that the questions of poverty and torture can be determined 
and resolved only by approaching it in relation with the produc
tion process. Here Marxism attacks poverty and torture not 
superficiallv but in their fundamentals. It aims to destory not the 
results but the very causes themselves. Those who question the 
proletarian class approach of Marxism actually try to disintegrate 
the comprehensive approach of Marxism and to push it down to 
the level of bourgeois thought. 

This may become instrumental to a doubt whether rhe 
above said approach lead to another kind of mechanical appro
ach and narrow mindedness. There may be a question whether 
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H·ch . r q pNd• ii. Lmitmg Ma1Xi\m an~ i.oc1altsm to a pri~ate 
a:bj<ll ot 1he \H;lk!rg class. Marx ad E1~gcls had made thmgs 
clear w that it 1:. quite unnecessary to raise such questions. The 
working cL\ss and the socialism reafaed under its leadership are 
basically different from all the cla~ses which led revolutions 
and all the systems established through those revolutions in 
history. Bourgeois and proletarian classes are not two equal and 
1rutually contending classes; insteadly they are different from 
the others qualitatively itself. Liberation of the working class 
is related with and leads to the liberation of all other classes and 
sections of the society, in effect with the liberation of the whole 
mankind. Definitely this is the question of grasping the mutual 
1 clat;onships of various factors of the society and of identifying 
the motive factor which leads and transform them forward. 

The modern working class has the decisive role 
in the most extensive and modern production process of society 
and surpasses all the limitatoru . of all other hither to existing 
classes of history and th~t 1s wby 1t has. become the determining 
force of conteroporary history. Those who refuses to see the wo· 
rking class as what it is and tries to limit it within tbe frames of 
bourgeois class limitations practices not Marxii;m but bourgeois 
thought. Actually mosc of the varieties of liberal Marxism of 
nowadays which are only visu.:1lly broad, emerges from this redu· 
ctionist approach. It has become decisively important to expose 
and to strengthen the struggle against these bourgeois thoughts 
which try to occupy the centrestage clad in Marxian garments. 

It ha!. become a fashion to re!ay on fem in ism, nationality 
question, and the caste and ethnic approaclies like Ambcdkarism 
as a part of 'modernisation' of Marxism, in order to resolve the 
challenges and crises of Marxism. The spoksmen of these views 
treat Marxism as a stake on which all cows can be tied to irres
pective of the1r reactionary characters. Knowingly or unknowin
gly t:1ey try to del:-ase Marxism to the level of every other Ii beral 
bourgeois thought. As in the case of all previous instances, now 
also the basic challenge Marxi5m faces is that against the class 
iappro.ich of Marxism, alien po>itions are put forward whatever 
may b~ the forms they resorted to. For example some people 
-;ay that Marxism has foiled to r1:soh-e the national question in 
Russia and that indicate<> the failure of Marxism itsdf. Some 
other people say that Marxism has failed tll resolve the questions 
with regard to ethniciry and women's hberarion in Russia. Bur 
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these people refuse to see the fact that a bourgeois economy was 
being brought up in Russia for the last few decades and the 
present ethnic, national and anti - feminine problems are the 
inevitable consequences of the strengthening of bourgeois econ
omy there. Instead of viewing these developments correctly they 
misinterpret the results as the cause and presenting the world 
upside down. This kind of problems of intelligensia which 
present themselves highly intelligent forms are intelligent only 
in one aspect. It is intelligent only in diverting the attention of 
the proletariat from its efforts to find out the answers to the 
basic questions, that is why the proletariet had to face a setback 
eventhough it h: only temporary in the struggle between prolet
ariet and bourgeoisie and how the r:visionism tram.formed the 
proletarian dictatorship to bourgeois dictatorship. 

Does this mean that Marxism has to negate the newly 
developed knowledge in the realm of science, bbtorical studies, 
psychology, anthropology etc: Never. On the oth:;:r hand we have 
to distingubh between the newly attaine~ scientific knowlege of 
various ~ph:::res of studies and the ideo!ogical approaches broad
cJst by those off eminism, casteism, nationalism ctc: That means 
the knowledge itself is to be liberated trom the bourgeois part
isan forms. 

Lenin said about the logic of capital kft for us by Man. 
It is not correct to link various 'isms' mentioned above born and 
brought up on entirely different class ideological bases with Ma
rxism mechanically, but we have ro extend this logic towards 
knowledg~, practices and concrete realities. This logic or the 
proletarian style of analysis or outlook gains new strength and 
depth through this and not by merging with bourg;:ois lines of 
thought. 

111 

Lastly, it will not be appropriate to conclude this article 
without mentioning the philosophical ba<>e of these new know le· 
dge and movements which still maintain a mask of revolution and 
are able to influence upco an extent even a section of the revo· 
lutionary rank and file who try to keep themselves out of the 
main stream of revisionism. These views and theones come with
in a general stream of thought the factors of which arc mutua • 
lly opposing and are with contradictory standpoints which is 



called by various names like Western Marxism, New Left and 
Frankfurt school etc: As the prominent spokesmen of these lines 
of thought agree openly these streams which separate theory 
form practice and brings up academic forms of Marxism except 
in name. 

Marxism is the philosophy which gives much stress to the rd
ationship between theory and practice and aproaches the universe, 
nature and human being in its totality. But what these arm:hair 
<1cholars are doing is cutting short of this comprehensive philosophy 
to mere tools for academic specialisation like feminist Ma rxi5m, 
Eco Marxism etc: In this process the soul and t>ssence of Marx
ism itself are lost. While we look at the modern European 
femini:.m, for example, we can see that such a movement was 
happened to emerge out of the struggles against the anti-faminine 
attitudes which have taken root among various New left groups. 
It was not born out of any ideological struggles within any creative 
movement. Even then this people see the n~ost pure and real fo
rm of Marxism in the armchair delibl!rations of their predece
ssors; ie the "beautiful Marxism" wl1ich has not been made dirty 
with the least traces of worki:ig class, practice or by their sweat 
and blood. 

Bourgeoisie ignores the mutual relationship among diffrc-, 
rent branches of knowledge and its comprehensiveness just like· 
he does in the case of mutual relationship within the society. 
He treats them as specialised branches which are separate and 
connectable according to his needs. This is one of the bases of 
bourgeois r.iechanical approach. While proletariet and Marxism 
treat them as different aspects of a single whole and stress in 
mutual relationship among them, the picture of universe drawn 
by bourgeois thought is that of a singular which is formed thro
ugh the merger of these differencs. This shows the struggle in the 
realm of philosophy betwt'en 'one divides into two· and 'two 
merge in to one· . 

Today, while Marxism faces serious challenges, we have 
to fight against alJ efforts to sell any kind of junk in the name 
of Marxism and to danJle any bourgeois epistomological residues 
on ~larxism. This struggle can be led to its victorious end only 
with the most effective weapon of class struggle in the hands of 
proktarian dictatorship and proletarian lcader<>hip. e 
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Who Can Qualify As A Genuine Communist? 

Charu Majumdar 

The criterion to become a communist is not only that 
he struggles against the exploiting cla~s. \1;'ho i~ a genuine 
communist? A -:ommunist is one who can sacrifice himself 
for the people and one who does so without any desire for 
reward. There are only two ways: either that of self
sacrifice or that of self-preservation. There is no via
media. This is the spirit of Chairman M.ao's call "Serve 
the peole.'' You cannot love the people without serving 
them. And you can serve the people only by self-sacrifice. 
To become a genuine communist one should imbibe the 
spirit of self-sacrifice. To serve the people means to work 
without reward for the interests of people, for the interests 
of revolution. The process of uniting with the people goes 
along with this self- less work. Only through this process 
can we love the people and serve the people. It is through 
this process that revolutionaries are transformed. So revo
lution does not mean merely material benefits. The mea
ning of revolution is this transformation itself-transformat
ion of experiences, ideals, and thought. Therefore it is 
wrong to think about the gains of revolution in terms of 
material benefits. The meaning of revolution is a thr')ugh 
transformation of consciousness. The consciousness of 
serving the people is the consciou~ness impired by self
sacrifice and the spirit of loving the people. Revolution i~ 
the transformation of the society and individual. That i; 
why in 1927 itself the slogan of "Serve the people" wa; 
raised by Chlirman Mao b~fore the great Chine~e people. 
For a long time they have embraced this slogan. So they 
could carry on the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution. 
More<'ver. because of this they have won over the hearts of 
the people of the world. We have a great lot to stud: 
from this slogan ''Serve the people." • 
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"Another hallmark distinguishing our Party from all other 
political parties is that we have v:.ry close ties with the 
broadest mass of the p:o.Jle. O.ir point of departure is to 
serve the people w·1ole·h!artedly ani never for a moment divorce 
ourselves from th ! muses, to prn::ed in all cases from the inte
rests of the p.:o~le and not from one's self-interest or from the 
interests of a sm11l group, and to identify our responsibility to 
the people with our responsibility to the leading organs of the 
party. Communists mu>t be ready at all times to stand up for the 
truth, because truth is in the intere ;ts of the people; Communist 
must be ready at all times to correct their mistakes; be-::aus e 
mistakes are against the interests of the people" 

Mao Tsetung 
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India's Economic Crisis : 
Need Of A Historical Approach 

Prof. P. J. James 

INTRODUCTION 

At present any enquiry into India• s economic crms 
quite logically becomes a critique of the package of policies 
pursued by the Government of India (GOI) in accordance 
with the guidelines of the International ..Monetary Fund
World Bank-GATT(IMF-WB-GATT) combine. Leaving apart 
official spokesmen and outright neoclassical theorists, a tend
ency is gaining strength even among academic circles to 
vehemently criticise the manner in which the country is being 
dragged into the economic management by international eco
nomic institutions. However, a common frature of this app
roach to India· s economic problems, which is shared by a 
wide spectrum of leftists and their sympathisers in the co
untry, is to link them with the deviation from the Nehru· 
vian model of development and planning, that has taken pl
ace since the eighties. (1) Of course, from the eighties 
onward, India's economic crises have a~sumed alarming pro
portions. But to characterise them as a new phenomenon 
and identify them with the recent policy deviations alone 
would be superficial and contrary to historical facts. Thus, 
this paper argues that the new dimension got to India's 
economic -crisis is the logical consquence of the Nehruvian 
policy pursued since the beginning of planning io th: fifties. 
It is also argued that the evolution of the so called im~ort
substitution industrialisation (IS I) strategy ar.d its gradual 
transformation into foreign market oriented or export-oriented .. 
industrialisation (EOI) policies in India have been t1n integral 
part of the global reorganisation of international capital fol-
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lowing 'decolonisation' in the po!>t second world war period. 
Therefore, contemporary Indian economic problems are to be 
situated in this frame work of analysis. 

International Economic Background 
Of Indian Economic Policies 

As the second world war came to a close, confronted by 
a rising tide of national liberation struggles, the erstwhile colonial 
powers were compelled to transfer political power to colonies 
even while trying to continue their economic exploitation in 
new forms. This was also necessitated due to the formation 
of the world socialist system and its gradual development in 
to a decisive factor that challenged the capitalist powers 
monopoly o·:er world resources and markets. As a result was 
a transformation ;n the form of export of capital to back
ward ec.onomies for which new devices were evolved. On 
the one hand the imperialist powers were forced to make a 
number of concessions while on the other, tried to limit and 
camouflage the intensified exploitation of 'newly- independent' 
countriei.. The export Qf capital mainly took three forms. 

(a) Government to-government loans, grants and other 
bilateral a~sistance. This capital export, emphemistically ea .. 
lied ''aid" far from helping backward countries to overcome 
their economic backwardness was sent where it most accorded 
with the military and political interests of the imperialist 
po~vers. In the: words of Walt Rostow, one of the pioneers 
of 'neoclassical growth theory'. '•The United States, by it'> 
economic aid programme, could contribute to achieving con
structive r-:w!cs from thn proccs'.; in the form of a better 
world noc onlv for the countries asshtcd but for the United 
States as weli, a world in which the appeals of communi.-,m 
would be blunted" (2) Lion's ~i1are of the aid provided by 
donors, csprc1ally USA, being tied to spccifi.: project<; a~~
ured a permanent markd for the capital and finished pro
ducts of the •aid giver~' inside the third world countries 

(b) A -;ccond form of export of capital was through 
the development of transf'latio!lai corporation (TNCs) and tne
consequent internationalis.Hlon of capital in close link with 
capitalist state tnal·hineric<;. Direct investments by TNCs 
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helped them to exercise complete control over _enterprises 
and often whole industries in third world countries. Tran
snational capital intensively merged with local ·national' ca
pital (both state and private) mainly throngh setting up "joi
nt ventures" with a national f acade so that the latter can be 
involved as a junior partner in exploiting and robbing the 
peoples of developing countries. 

(c) Multilateral institutions for promoting "aid" and 
trade were designed by imperialist powers to influence and 
control international monetary, trade and develo~mant issuess. 
International financial imtitutions like IMF and WB were 
established as lenders and guarantors of transnational indu
strial and banking operations through the Bretton Woods 
Agreement. By rejecting Keynes Plan the Bretron Woods 
Agreement codified the US predominance installing the dollar 
as the standard currency of the international payments system. 
USA emc:rged as the Supreme arbiter of IMF- WB combme 
by making the biggest contribution to these organi:.ations 
and controlling their activities primarily toward the external 
economic expansinn of US TNCs. The funds for the ope
ration of these international financial institutions were raised 
in the international capital markets. 

Foreign trade, which involved "non-equivalent" exch
ange with developing countries through perpetual deterioration 
of their export prices, was of great significance to developed 
capitalist countries. C<.'nscquent on the collapse of the colo
nial system, to preserve the domination over the markets of 
developing countries the GA TT began its operation in 1947. 

Another development of paramount importance was state 
intervention in the capitalist economy through budget and 
budgetary policies. The capitalist state attempted to soften 
the ferocity of the market logic by adopting, in the name 
of Keynesian prescriptions, same policies which actually 
emanated from the 'Socialist' criuque of capitalii.m. The 
neo- Keynesian growth theories also attached much importance 
to the leading role of the state in economic development. 
ln the rn called "development economics" formulated by 
World Bank Experts, that got wide acceptance among offi· 
cial and academic circles, state policies were crudal. 
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This was a ubiquitous phtnomeno11 during thi~ period. For 
instance the theoretical base of the Bombay Plau of 1944 
(Tata-Birta Plan) prepared by leading ~ndian businessmen was 
the Keynesian theory of state regulauon that upheld subst· 
antial state intervention to avoid capitalist recession. Acco
rding to Rostow, "to a great extent the foundation for modern 
private industrial system has to be created t~1rough govern
ment initiative and effort in the beginning." (3) 

It was in this global context that several 'newly imle
pendent' countries includi"g India began to carve out an 
'independent· development path. 

India's Development Efforts 

As Paul BaraIJ has p•)inted out, by the time of decolo· 
msation the Britishers had ''systematically destroyed all the 
fibres and foundi:.tions of Indian Society." (4) Immediately 
after the transfer cf power, ie, in 1948 one of the first acts 
of the GOI was to send a request to W B for sending a 
Mission to survey the Indian economy .(5) In the Industrial 
Policy Resolution, as well as in the 'Special Statement' br
ought out by Nehru government in 1948, f.)r\':ign capital was 
assured that its existing bastions would not be assaulted. 
Further, amidst widespread protests from concc:rned Indian 
Citizens, to appease foreign capital, the GOI devalued it• 
currency in the beginning of 1949. The first five year plan 
began under these circumstances clarified in its draft outline 
that foreign capital would act as a "catalystic agent" for do
mestic resource mobilisation and investments and that it would 
he made in essential secrors of the economy. Of the total 
foreign cx..:hange BSSJStance incorporated inro the first rLm 
outlay (which was almost 10/o of the roral plan outlay), 70~~ 
was from US A and l n; from WB. This was mamly ~rur
r<."J hv rho.: C1inc~e Revolution. As the Ford Foundarfon 
sr,lkc~inan in India noted: "India is the key pomt in the entire 
EJ~r, and a country which we simply must learn to live with a 
who!..: lot more succe!l~fully than we are doing at present. 
If we lo~e Indic1, as we lo~t China, we shall certainly loo;e 
South· East A..,ia with the repercussions running all the way 
through :\fric:i ........... '' (6) During the first plan the Ford 
Foundation beg.;n its operations in India with the c5tahlisi1ment 
of ~cveral community Development Program!lles. The IMF 



team which visited India in 1953 fully appreciated the impl
ementation machinery of the government. The govemment 
could not do anything agaist the Managing Agen.;y System in 
industry or feudalism in agriculture. In 1953, ncarlv one-half 
of the net assets of the organised sectors of mining, ·trade and 
banking were owned or controlled by TNCs(7) while the WB had 
begun to control certain basic services and infrastructures 
including the development of railways. 

Nehruvian Model: Import Substitution Industries 
Or 'Tariff Factories' 

However, the real begrnnmgs of Scientific economic deve
lopment b~gan with the second plan whose draft was prepared 
by some 30 e<:onomtsts from various countries including Soviet 
Uuion. The presence of a Sociahst camp alon~ with the rising 
ttd~ of nationa~ liberation struggles and the all round euphoria 
created in the context of decolonisation process, etc. prompted 
se.veral·developing countries to initiate ·"independent' path of 
development by pursuing what is generally ·called as import
substitution indm.trialisation strategy. This ·was b11sed on the 
assumption that necessary pre-conditions for overcoming consid
erable economic backwardness of newly-found states were exist
ing. However, at another level, this strategy of development 
was evolved out of several constraints also. The most important 
was the lack of foreign exchange. The third world countries 
experienced an acute shortage of foreign exchange at a global 
level aftt!r the Korean war. On account of little industrial base, 
the foreign exchan~e needed for importing manufactured goods 
could be earned only through primary commodity exports to 
developed marketc;, but these exports \\ere continually subject to 
violent swings in international mnkets controlled by TNCs 
which reduced export earnings. India was no exception to this 
general rule. 

The Nehru- Maha1anobis model of ISI that was incorp
Of"t(d in to the Second Plan (in fact, a mixture of Krushch
cv; •m "non capitalist path of devrlopmtnt'', BomJ;>ay Pl~n, and 
neo-1'..eyncsian growth theory) howe·•cr could not Jtse!f liberate 
from the laws of motion of global. capital. F~r according .~o ~B 
thtse import-:mbstituting industries were, 111 ~ffect, tariff 
factoriec;'' (8) where the most important form of investment was 
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foreign direct investment by TNCs. Taking advantage of the 
tariff walls erected in the. name of protecting infant industri· 
es, TNCs penetrated in to the country and reaped huge profits. 
The so called inward looking or ·independent' development 
was transfromed into 'dependent' industrialisation led by TNCs. 
ISh dependence on global capital has to be explained in terms 
of the internal dynamics operating in the country. After exa
amining the case of several countries including India, Joan 
Robinson opined: "The process of import-substitution naturally 
begins with commodities that off er the best prospects of 
profit, that is those which are bought by the wealthiest consum
ers" .(9) In India the ISI responded to the existing class structure. 
Since 70% of the ropulation was directly depending on 
agriculture, where f rncal relations were still dominant, purch· 
asing power of the masHs could not be exranded without 
basically restructuring lhe class relations in agrit:ulturc. Thus 
ISI never meant production of mass consumption goods. 
Therefore the key r.nd t~::.ic industries as well as infrastructural 
facilities built up by the public sector with "foreign aid" 
were used for the manufacture of durable consumer goods 
and luxury items catering to the "elite" by TNCs in "tariff 
factories". In India the upper strata of population, which was 
larger than total population of several third world countries, 
was sufficient to make a market for this. In short, the ISI 
which ·was suggested as a substitute for the lack of foreign 
exchange became the cause for acute foreign exchange crisis, 
on account of the increase in import of capital and technology, 
the drain of foreign exchange in thP. form of profits, royalties, 
dividends, interests, technic;l and management fees and in tht: 
form of payments needed for huge food imports. The results of 
Nehruvian inward looking industrialisation were (a) Limited, 
distorted and dependent industrialisation (b) great.!r starvation 
ar.d misery for the majority of the people, (c) growing regional 
inequalities and feudal oppression, (d) large balance of paym· 
ents .deficits and (e) deepening external debt and resultant 
foreign domination. 
Formation Of Aid India Consortium: Perennial 
Depandence Of India On International Capital 

The Indian state was nut capable of carrying out ade
quate resource mobilisation needed for achieving the plan 
targets, essential pre-condition of which was a restructuring 
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of productio_n. r~lations. In the cont~xt of. ~n ai:ute foreign 
exchange crisis Ill l,~5'J-5~, as p,art of ns dec1S1on to exclusively 
depend on western aid givers , the GOI sent a delegation to 
Washington which resulted in the establishment of the Aid
India Consortium in 195~ with WB as the Chair:nan, I MF and 
other international agencies specialising in aid and development, 
and various capitalist powers as members. (10) It became the 
apex monitoring agency encrusted with the task of controlling 
the overall inflow of foreign capital into India either through 

. 'aid' or through direct investment. Minimizing India's manoeu
vring capability in the global capital market, the consortium 
began to dictate India's economic priorities and policies. 

Consortium formation raised the foreign component of 
India's ~ccond plan outlay to 30 ~~ .. Of the total foreign aid, 
USA contributed 55.'~ while Soviet aid was only 5.H. How
ever, India's major heavy and key industries in the public 
sector were built up with aid from Soviet Union. It 
is estimated that more than 90 % of the total aid came from 
consortium members'. During this period, several "Joint ven 
tures ·' between Indian and tran:>national capital with foreign 
majority and minority participation came into being. If, bet
ween 1948 and 1958 (the year in which consortium was formed) 
the total aumber of fordgn collaborations approved were 550 
(ie, an average of 50 collaborations per annum), it rose to 150 
in 1959 and 380 in 1960. ( 11) During the sixties the rate was 
400 per annum. [A 1989 UN report ranked India first 
in respect of the number of foreign collaborations-both tech
nical and financial agreed upon with TNCs. In 1989, the 
rate was 1000 collaboration agreements per annum.] From 
a position of zero external debt in 1951, the accumulated 
foreign debt of the c~untry rose to Rs. 1073 
crores in 1961. In a penetrating analysis Michael Kidron 
estimated that during 1948-61 the foreign investors as 
a whole had taken out of India's general currency 
reserves three times as much as they had directly contributed. 
(12) The WB-IMF imposed monetarism was visible even in the 
second plan itself in the form of a cut in the percentage of 
plan expenditure in social services. From 237; of total plan 
outlays in the first plan it declined to 18% in the second plan. 
This declining trend in expenditure on social services acceler
ated further in accordan..:e with the added involvement of 
IMF·WB combine in the Indian Economy. 
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Along with the inauguration of the third five year plan 
in 1961, the GO I opened various Indian Investment Centres 
in m.tjor internation.11 capital markets, ie. in New York, Du-
55eldorf, London and Tokyo which acted as laison ofticcs 
between TSCs and GOI in order to attract more forei~ 
capital to India. No screening was there in allowing collabonri
ons except the profit motive of TNCs as reflected in the 
innumerable collaborations permiu:ed in the manufacture of 
paints, varnishes, soaps, cosmeti.:s, toilet and beauty prepa
rations. During the 20 year period between 1948 and 1968, 
the volume of foreign private capital in India increased more 
than six fold from Rs. 26; crores to Rs. 15-13 crores. Objecfr.·e 
conditions in India were such that a given volume of foreign 
capital could control r..ui1..~nal usets worth several times. Ace· 
ording to the RBI B'Jlhtin o!"June 19H, during 1960-64 over half 
number of TSCs, op.:::cting in India had 100,~ owership in their 
sphere of activities. ,\leanwhih:, India's external debt doubk 
within a span of five ye;>:-S, ie. from Rs. 1073 crores in 1961 
to Rs. 2341 crores in 190:;.. A; can cc imagined, the proportion of 
''foreign aid" in total plaa expenditure was also larger. The 
share of external ?<!sources in third plan 'flras almost one•third~ 
ie out of the total plan outlay of Rs.. 7500· crores, ·Rs. · 2850 
crores came from external sources. As a result of P.L. 480 
impori•;, USA. owned about one-fifty of the total Indian 
currency in circulation in the end of the fourth plan tltt 
proportion might have increased to one-third! All these were 
taking place under the cover of Nehru - Mahalanobis model 
of development. 

Blind adherence to foreign technology at the cost of indig
enous technology which has to he evolved overtime in response 
to dome5tic social needs created extreme dependence in this 
realm. The Rama~wami ,\ludaliar committee (13) appointed in 
Feb. I 966 to evalunte tht' ~cientific and technological capabilities 
of the country clearly scar..:c that India was dependent on 
foreii;n countries in r!:is rc~ud. K. K. Subramanian's studv 
relating to this period showed th'.lt in collaboration, the foreign 
management dominated the Indian business. ( 14) On account 
~f the lack of an indigenous technological base, fixed capital 
~m·estment required for creating a new job in the organised 
mdustnal H'Ctor was as high as. Rs. 23,0l10 in the first plJn, 
Rs. 27000 in the second plan and Rs. 39000 in the thud plan. 
Compare this with Japan in 1955 where the fixed capital inve-
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~tment required for an .iJJitional iob in the metal inJustry w .B 

aoout Rs. 61.XX\ in the chemical inJu::.try Rs. )1.\Xl anJ iu the 
paper industry by Rs. 151.lO \ l ')) 

Devaluation Of The Rupee In 1966 

While the third plan haJ been Jugging on its fe~t Ju~ to 
acute resource crunch, as a manifrstation of India's growing 
~cpendence on "aid-ginrs'' and their increasing capacity to 
influence Indian roti.·y malting, the W B sent a high - f"lWC r 
mission to India in 196-4-65 with a rac kage of reC'ommenJations 
-import libcralis.acioo, de\'aluacion of the rupee, new agriC'uhural 
strategy, etc.· for immediate action by GOI. The Je\'aluation 
that followed in June 19!>6 was the Hm~equence of growing 
integtation of InJia with intcru..ltional mut'-et through the 
mechanism of "for.:ign aiJ". The then Deputy Chairman of the 
planning commission Asolt Mehta's infamous statement, "Jeva
luation will oo.:n Indian economy ::.o that the \\ orob of mother 
India will be· impregnated by the dynamic foreif:n C.ipital"(l6J, 
aptly re\·eals the develorment philo:.orhy of lnJ1an policy mak
ers. D~valuation helped TNCs to drain out furtha more re:.ources 
from India through 'non-equivalent' exchange, ie. pushing down 
export prices and raising import prices therdiy deteriorati:ig 
the terms of trade. Even in the ruling party, this one-shot 
devaluation of the rupee of such a magnitude {36. 5 ',) w.is felt 
as a sudden shift of economic policies and an abjecc ~urrend · 
er before irnperialialist powers. The crisis in che ruling p;uty 
made it difficult for GOI to implement the full package of 
poli::ies as demanded by WB Mission and the comortium mem
bers led by USA were e\·en prepared to suspend the entire aid 
package . .Most probably under external pres:.ure the GO I 
declared a plan holiday for three years from 1966 to 1969. Thus 
the much trumpeted self-reliant development itself came to an 
:ibrupt hair. India could revive the five year planning process 
only in 1969 after it got the green signal from WB and IM.F 
and other members of the conscrtium who again displayed 
their willingn~ss to ·'help" the Governmc:nt. This follows 1 

series of seeps taken by Indira Gandhi Government culminating 
in the For~ign Investment Board of 1968 to expediate the entry 
of TNCs into India. 
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Global Reorganisation Of Industrial And Agric
ultural Production And The Nlw Orientation In 
Indian Development 

The major principles of international division of ~abour 
that continued even after decolonisation were evolved durmg the 
colonial era. However, in the sixties there wa<> a basic transf
ormation io technologies especially relating to transportation 
( contianerisation air cargo), communications (especially teleco
munication systems) and information and orgaisation (data pro
cessing system:.). This new developments in technology rendered 
industrial location as well as the control of production increa
singly less dependent on geographic distances. Along with this 
there was the development and refinement of a technology 
capable of decomposing production into multistages. It was 
possible to decompose complex production process in to eleme -
ntary units so that even unskilled labour could be easily trai
ned to perform otherwise complex operations. This changed the 
conditions of capital expatJsion at a global level and the resulta• 
nt incustrial technological realationships gave rfre to a new 
international division of labour. Steps were initiated by TNCs 
with the active support of international agencies like UNIDO 
to tap the aimost inexhaustible supply of unemployed chdap labour 
in backward economies a labour force which owing to several 
centuries of backwardness feels itself · compelled to sell its 
labour power for the lowest wages. It was in this context that 
an export-oriented industrialisation strategy that would insert 
the poor countries into the new international division of labour 
was adrncated by WB experts and TNCs. The UNIDO even 
characterised EOI as a "step towards inter dependence between 
the rich and the poor countries, and a hopeful sign that MNCs 
and developing countries can work together for mutual bene
fits'' (17). Consequently, third world rulers who were reluctant 
to undertake the cough tasks of domestic socio-economic change 
needed for inward looking policies began to tie their economies 
with the laws of motion of global capit:il and _the reorganisation 
of industrial prc-duction by TNCs. In India, even while Indira 
Gandhi was revamping Nehruism through various anti-monopoly 
legislations, through the backdoor she was implementing the WB 
slogan of ··export and develop·' and by creating several enclaves 
of foreign capital called Free Trade Zone:; or Export Process
ing Zones with "extra-territorial" powers to T1'!Cs where labo-
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urers especially women, were condemned to work as slaves. In 
1972 the GOI permitted to establi~h wholly owned subsidiaries 
of foreign companies giving them large number of special ince
ntives. During this period, WB-IMF-TNC lobby in India carried 
on an aggressive campaign that if India was tied to foreign mark
ets based on the strategy of EOI it ·would result in the easing 
of domestic and external tensions by removing unemployment, 
boosting export- earnings, easing trade deficits, eliminating the 
over-reliance on the export of few primary goods and ending 
balance to payments (BOP) crisis for ever. 

In accordance with this EOI strategy, an agricultu
ral strategy, better known in development literature al
Green B evolution (GR) was also. put forward for countries 
like India. Characterising the demand for a change in land 

.relations as an unworkable strategy, the GR concentrated 
on the upper strata of the rural sector in already irrigated 
areas providing them with cheep credit to buy fertilisers, 
pesticides, high yielding seeds and farm machinery which 
arc either imported from abroad or produced in India by 
TNCs. WB and other protagonists of this scheme spread an 
illusion that this would solve lndia · s agrarian conflicts and 
chronic food deficits through the production of more food 
and other agricultural products. However as revealed by 
several studies(l8) the major driving force behind GR 
was the collecive interests of US oil magnates who were 
turning to fertiliser and pesticides production by the end of 
the fifties, US agro-indutrial and agribusiness companies. 
As a modern writer has pointed out GR was " the most 
expensive of all choices with far reaching consequences '' 
in India. ( 19) 

Economic Indicators Related To The Masses 

During the Nehruvian self-reliant path, poverty and 
unemployment were abysmal. The widely accepted estim
ate of poverty by Dandckar and Rath showed that the percentage 
of poeple below poverty line remained coLstant at 40;~ for rural 
and 50% for urban areas between 1956-57 and 1967-68. 
However the share of wages in National Income had been decl
ining during the entire period of planning. For instance, accor
ding to the National Commission on labour the share of wages 
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in the value added for manufacturing industry between 1949 and 
1964 declined from 53S~ to 36.5%! The decline in the share of 
wages in National Income was directly rdaced t\l the decline in 
the output of wage-goods catering to the poorer sections. A~ a 
result, industries serving the masses were always lagging behmd 
comµared with the foreign funded import-intensive durable con
sumer goods industries serving the rich. Krishnaji (22) has 
pointed out that the real wages of ,agricultural labourers who 
constitute between 25% and30% of the rural population have 
remained static between 1950-51 and 1968-69. Real wages of 
industrial workers actually declined as a result of planning. 
Taking 1951 as the base year, the highest index for 1939-71 
period was 117. 7 in 1940. The highest level attained during the 
plannine period was 115.5 in 1961 while through out the per
iod 1951-70 it was much below 1961 level. The problem of 
unemployment was also staggering. Unemployment at the end 
of the second plan was estimated to be about 7 million. Over 
the third plan period the labour f orcf! increa!ied by 1 t million 
and additional employment created was estimated at 14.5 million. 
On the basi~ of this rough estimates, the backlog_ .of unempley,.. 
ment at the beginning of the fourth plan was- about ·10 million. 

According to a study group of the Planning Commission, 
in the year 1972-73. 54% of the people in rural areas and 41%· in 
urban areas were below poverty line. This has been based on the 
criterian that a meagre Rs. 21 per month at 1960-61 prices P«·" 
person was necessary to supply the minimum diet to keep a man 
alive. The Rural Labour Enquiry has shown that in between 
1964-65 and 1974-75 the number of days for which employment 
was available in rural areas ha'> declined by 10% for men, 7.5~. for 
women, and 5% for children. There was also substantial reduction 
in real income. In the case of Urbanr areas the number of peo
ple on the live registers in the employment exchanges ha~ increased 
from 1.6 million in 1960 to 12. 7 million in 1978. This is only an 
indication of rising incidence of joblessness among educated 
manpower in urban areas. Regarding the tens of millions of 
unemployed and partially employed rural people data are unav
ailable. Inequality among different sections of the people acqu
ired new dimensions during this period. According to All India 
Debt and Innstmrnt Survey, between 1961 and 1971 in rural 
areas the percentage share in the total assets of the lowest 70% 
of the population declined from 2.5% in 1961 to 2.0% in 1971. 
On the other hand, the top 30% of the population owned 79% of 
the toral assets in 1961 which increased to 81.9% in 1971. The 
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inequality in the ownen.hip of land, the principal productive 
asset in India has been appalling even after 30 years of plann
ing. A comparison between China and India would bring out 
the gravity of the situation. For example, a 1937 study of pre
liberation China estimated that the poorest 57 .1 ~{, of rural 
Chinese house holds held 23.5°~ of the crop land, whik the 
richest 2.6~{, owned 28. 7°{,. But Indian situation is woro;;c even 
today. According to 1981 cemui; J.1.5% of the cultivators own 
26.3% of the cultivable land while the upper 2.4~. of the land 
holders have 22.8% of the land. Since three decades of land 
reforms were behind this Indian record, the bigger land lords 
might have already divided their holdingr. in benami plots. 
Therefore, it may be stated that the 1981 data are an under 
estimate of the extend of inequality in land di~tribution. 

It is estimated that 90~1. of the industries were small scale. 
The 1973-74 census of Small Scale h J.i~cne~ reported that 
more than 50°/, of the smdll scale industr .es registered with the 
Directorate of Industries was non-exi~tent; chey were false 
records incorporated by monopolies for appropriating the conce
ssions of small !'Cal: industries. The remaimng one~ were anci
lliaries and sub-contractors of foreign and Indian monopolies. 
Almost all the technology-intensive industries were entirely 
controlled by TNCs. Inspite of the Patents Act, more than 80~{, 
of the patents granted were acquired by T N Cs. The encire 
technology channels and tradmg related to GR were in the hands 
of TNCs. Specimens of truly Indian technology were vay rare. 
Even though thousands of crores of rupee have been spent in the 
name of public sector in major steel p !ants, ·petrochemical 
products, etc. no effort was rndde to develop research and 
design bureaus. 1 he total neglect of R & D madt: it impossible 
to ensure a steady stream of new plants t>ased on ind1genou~ 
knowhow. Quite outrageous was the situation in the case of 
drug industry as pointed out by Hathi Commirtee on Drugs and 
PhcUmaceuticals Indu'itry in India. 
' All the trends li'ited ahove C<lntinued unabatedly in the 
eightie'i. 

India On The Threshold Of Being Sucked Into 
Debt Trap 

During the seventies, India's ea• c was tl.e paradoxical 
consequence of the attempt to transfer technology and develop-



ment from abroad with in the framework of global capital move
ments. The TNCs were extracting surplus from India rather 
than transferring capital to her. When out flows of resources 
through remittances of profits, dividents, management fees and 
royalties mounted in relation to inflows of resources through 
foreign private investment and other long-term private capi~al 
flows, India had several drawings from IMF and other agencies 
which were of "routine" type. To tide over the acute foreign 
exchange crisis Aid India Consortium even provided India with 
debt relief on an average of 100 million dollar a year for the 
four years from 1968-69 to 1971-72. According to available 
information, in 1976-77 the debt relief was as high as 160 mill
ion dollar. However, these occasional "window dressings" could 
not prevent the impending crisis that flow out of the dynamics 
of international debt. 

During the 70s direct economic assistance from US app
arently declined mainly due to the decline in P L-480/665 com
ponents in foreign aid. However, this was compensated by a 
rise in the aid from W Band its affiliate IDA which was "disg
uised assistance·' from US A. This increased role of the WB in 
the Indian Economy was in accordance with the Pearson Comm
ission Report (21) in 1969 which recommended an active role on 
the part of W B "inview of India's growing need for more 
external resources at a rate much higher than previously avail··' 
able". The Pearson Report while underlined the dangers to U S 
and its allies of aid reduction warned India to establish ''proper 
credit worthiness by providing security to foreign investment 
and removal of disincentives to domestic private investment". 
By the end of the seventies the W B has been involved in all 
essential sectors of the Indian economy from infrastructures to 
industry and from agriculture to population through its ''secto
ral'' lending programmes. Since the massive loans tied to speci
fic project channelled into the various sectors of the economy 
have been raised by the W B in the internatioral capital markets, 
it accelerated the penetration of various TNCs wich their prod
ucts and technology iMo India. As noted by the Committee on · 
banking, Finance.", and Urban Affairs, House of Representatives, 
Washington D. C. in 1978, ''the world bank and regional develo
pmenc banks (Inter-American Development Bank, Asian Develo
pment Bank, etc.) encourage growrh which increases the demand 
for US export, which in turn generates US employment'· (22). 
When the seve-nties c.ime to a close, India, which had been cons-
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h.tently complying with the W B strategy of development wa~ no 
the verge of a debt trap. By the end of 1979, India was 
the biggest aid-recipient from the W B group which amounted 
to 9 billion dollars. No doubt, the W B pushed India or rather 
India was sucked into the I M F debt trap in the beginning of 
eighties itself. 

IM F Loan Of 1981 And Developments In The 
Eighties 

Following the usual tradition of keeping a posture of 
selfreliance the GOI in its draft cutline of the Fourth Five 
Year Plan had declared that India would reach the goal of 'zer
net foreign aid' in 1981. Ironically 1981 turned out to be the 
year in which India was sucked into the IMF debt trap. 

Contrary to what the traditional leftist critics have arg
ued India's loan agreement of SDR 5 billion with IMF in 1981 
was not the inauguration of a new crisis but the culmination of 
a long drawn out process assuming a new dimension. This loan 
under the Exteuded Fund Facility of IM F accompanied by 
stringent conditionalities or 'Commandments' was a landmark in 
the sense that it was tantamount to a declaration by Aid India 
Consortium and other globaj aid givers that India has succumbed 
to an irretrievable debt trap which could not be solved by any 
superf 1cial "window dressings··. The loan became conspicuous 
since before it was agreed upon the IMF-WB combine ensured 
the required profitability the tramnational capital through its 
conditionalities (Fund-Bank operations are always cross cond1t 
ionalised (231) in all the internal and external sectors of the 
economy such as monetary and fiscal policies, internal resource 
mobilisation, industry, agriculture, and services, foreign invest
ment, foreign trade, external borrowing, exchange rate mana
gement, etc. According to the "IMF Memorandum, 1981 "(24) 
this assumed the concrete form of a liberalised import regime 
with liberal import of carital and technology including relaxat
ion in foreign collaboration and royalty payments, tax relief and 
~ub~idies to all kinds of exporters, repl.icement of dire.:t taxes 
dy regressive indirect taxes, discouraging public di~tribution 
system and encouragement of open market policies even reg~rd
ing food, wage and necessary trade unio.1 l.iw amrndments mcl
uding new anti-strike laws, and all round encouragement to 
private sector with respect to investmenL anJ production. The 
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c~sencc of these policies was an 'import-pu!:>hed e~port-oriented 
growth strategy' for the debtor co.untry as dcvhed br IMF-WB 
experts. In the words of an Indian bureaucrat: ' The IM F 
World Bank Programme of Assistance to dev~loping countries in 
the 1980s have routinely included import liberalisation as test of 
good performance"(27). It also implies a squeez~ng of-the 
masses by curtailing domestic consumption and investme~t 
(ie. through a reduction in absorption as in academic economic 
theory) and channelling the available resources to the external 
sector of the economy to be processed and exported to foreign 
markets as debt service obligations. Meanwhile TNCs and 
multinational banks penetrated into India and carried on an inte
nsified plunder of the country's resoures and labour. 

The GOI under Indira Gandhi earnestly began implement
ing these policies through the Union Budget for 1983-84, along 
with the incorporation of anti-labour black laws such as ESMA 
amendmeuts to MRTP, FERA, etc into the statute books. The 
New Economic Policy of Rajiv Gandhi inaugurated an era of 
liberalisation and privatisation characteristic of '' IMF-WB rec
eipe for neocolonies'". The India Growth Fund in USA and 
India Fund in UK opened by Rajiv regime in 1986 and the Yanki 
Fund in USA and Samurai Fund in Japan created by V.P. Singh 
government in 1990 to attract TNCs were in fa<..t a logical cont~ 
inuation of the Indian Inver.tment Centres of Nehru government 
in 1961 and the Foreign Investment Board of Indira Government 
in 1968. The trh:nnial "exim policies of 1985, 1988, and 1990 
enacted and implemented by Rajiv and Singh government'> led 
India further in the dire.:tiol" of fully integrating with global 
markets. Without going into the details of liberal policies purs
ued in the eighties, self evident remarks from official protagon
ists of these ~.olicies are sufficient to gras;:> their real orientat
ion. For example, the Abid Hussain Committee commented in 
1984. "An unlimited and continuous access to imports of tech
nology would mean that tomorrow never comes for the indigen
ous development. of technology" (28). Views of indigenous 
indian firs were echoed by UNCTAD thus", "Foreign collabor
tion is tantamount to mortgaging the innovative ability of Indian 
producers "(29) while Sam Pitroda, an admirer of liberalisation 
policies, noted, "It was shameful that India could not develop a 
~elephone instrument after 37 years of independence and k\'pt 
importing te-;hnology"(30). In the eighties, Nehruvian slogans 
like·' imporc substitution", '•self -reliance'', etc. And public 
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postures like Industrial Policy of 19%, MRTP, FERA, Patent 
Act, etc have become quite archaic. No dou!Jt, India w~s steadily 
dragged into the debt trap even while these Jaws were there. 
Therefore the dihition or the removal of these laws from the 
Statute Book do not make any fundamental change in th-: class 
relations in India. In short, the difference between the eighties 
and the decades prior to it is only of degree ~nd not of kind. 

A notable f ea cure 'of the eighties has be.·n a change in the 
composition of WB group lending to India, though the latter 
remained as the biggest borrower from WB. This was mainly 
due to a rapid reduction in the so·called 'Official' concessional 
assistance or ;;oft loans particularly from the soft loan \\indow of 
WB affiliate IDA. In respect of concessional aid, China 
(China's integration with the international division of labour 
began in the late 1970s) surpassed India during this pariod. For 
example, in the year ending June 30, 1991, China received from 
IDA 977.8 million dollars as against 937.4 million dollars for 
India (29). Thus the direct entry of IMF in 1981 as a mediator 
and guarantor of international capital had the cff ect of India 
borrowing huge commercial loans at exorbitant rates from vari
ous multinational banks. Jn 1980 nearly 90% of India's outst
~nding debt was to official sou1ces and 85% of it was on concess -
ional terms. By 1989, howev.!r, the picture had ch11nged dram
atically and official loans ac-:ounred for 61 % of the total outst
anding debt, and the proportion of concessional terms had fallen 
to 47%. All these was man if e~ted in a massive net outflow of 
resources from the ccuntry. The latest Economic Survey is 
compelled to admit this fact wher.. it says. ''An unprecedented 
outflow of funds from India during 1990-91 to international 
commercial lenders has been a major factor fuelling the currect 
external payment crisis"(30). Ofcourse the Economic Survey 
cannot say anything about legal and the illegal outflow of resou
rces from India in the 80s worth hundreds of thousands of crorcs 
rupees. The Lok Sabha debates of July 1991 (31) revealed a 
partial picture of this grul'some pher.omenon. According to 
this during the reriod 1982·91 alone the illegal outflow of wea
lth from India carried out by the socalkd Indians themselves 
amounted to 51.3 billion doll:irs (equal to Rs. 133000 crores acc
ordin~ to post·devaluation exchange rate). More than 80% of 
this was in the form of gold smuggling while the remaining thro
ugh export under-invoicing and import-over-invoicing. However, 
this figure does not include the thousands of crores worth of 
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resources transferred ro foreign multinational banks in the form 
of 'commissions' and bribe. In spice of these, the World Deve
lopment Report of 1991 eulogised India for its "impressive gro
wth'' in the eighties for obvious reasons. 

What Was The Class Content Of This 
"Impressive Growth"? 

A look at some of the general economic indicators will rev
eal the true nature of this development. On the basis of several 
studies, it may safely be stated that budget deficit for the seventh 
plan was more than Rs. 30000 crores. According to RBI report, 
trade deficit that stood at Rs. 6211 crores in 1980-81 rose to Rs. 
15600cr.Jres in 1990-91. Inflation that remained at the level of 
5% in 1984-85 has cisen to almost 15°~ in March '91. During the 
same period, administered prices of steel and cement rose by 
about 3007;. Price of petrol has been a global record throughout. 
In the year 1990 itself, the wholesale prices of wheat and rice 
showed 2n increase of 49% and 13~; respectively. Retail price 
hikes are larger. On account of continuous depreciation enfon:ed 
by the IMF-WB combine and the conseqeuent "mini devaluations' 
carried out by GOI thece has bern a cumulative erosion in the 
external value of the rupee in the eighties so that the exchange 
rate which stood at 1 dollar= Rs.8 in 1981 became 1 dollar .... 
Rs.21 by mid-1991. When Rajiv came to power India was the 7th 
most indebted country in the third world and its position has 
sharply worsened since then placing it as the third highest inde
bted country as of March 199 l ,after Brazil and Mexico. India's 
external debt rose from Rs.2COOO crores in 1981 to Rs.150000 
crores in March 1991 (70 billiCln, according to latest World Debt 
Tables). More than 2 lakh factories were closed and several lakh 
worken were thrown to streets during this period. The govern
mental pledge in 1985-86, while in;;ugurating the seventh plan,that 
over the five year plan period 40 million new employment oppor
tunities would he created remain~d only in paper as the rlan 
c.:ame to a close. By this time another 39 million new ent
ratncs were there in the labour market even according to offi
cial statistics. In short, unemployment had doubled during the 
7th plan period. Regarding the vast million> of unemployed and 
under employed rural people statisti.::" arc unavailable. Less than 
20 million children below the age of U are working under sub
human conditions in v:irious parts of India. Infant mortaJicy 
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rate is also the highe~t in India, 150 per thou~and. Same is 
the case with evil of illiteracy. More than 55~~ of the total 
illiterates in the world live in India. Even after four decades 
of planning_ feudal relation in l~n~ prevail in most parts of 
India. Insp1te of the much pubhc1sed Green Revolution per 
capital consumption of food grains is still at tl:e level preva
iling in the fifties. In fact the officially estimated 400 million 
poor people of India (actual figure may be much higher) exc~ed 
the total population of Sub- Saharan Africa. While the 'national' 
press vociferously supported the IMF-led liberalisation policies 
in India, the vast-majority of the population including dalits 
and tribals remained on the periphery of this developmenc 
strategy. To be precise, the solution to debt crisis and backwar
dness in the 80s became the cause for further indebtedness 
nd poverty. 

Recent IMF loan And Related Developments 

As the eighties came to a close, the various trends relating 
to poverty, unemployment, inequality among people as well as 
regions, inflation, black money generation, budget, balance of 
payments deficit, external and internal debts, ctc, have assu
med an irreversible dimension and Indian economy was entering 
to a Pofoh or Latin American style stagflation characterised by 
hyper inflation on the one hand, and contraction of income, cm· 
ployment and consumption on the other. In the context of acute 
resource crunch, especially relating to the external sector of the 
economy, the GOI was forced to give a further thrust to this 
stagflati0n through the two years of planlessness since the end 
of the seventh plan. During this period, though successive gove
rnments of V. P. Singh, and Chandrashekar were trying their 
level best to secure an "IMF seal of good house-keeping'' that 
would restore credit lines with transnational banking system 
which was reluct~nr to lend further in view of India's "down
graded credit rating'', it was the Narasimha Rao Government 
that 'succeeded' in "crossing the bridge". On the basis of a 
solemn undertaking, characteristic of highly indebted Latin 
American and Sub- Saharan countries, given to IMP-WB combine 
that it would enforce ''the harsh but indispensable discipline 
in return for support from wo.rld com!Dunity" . i~cluding of 
course, "a credible reduction m the fiscal def1c1t to reduce 
inflation and appropriate exchange rate to reduce the balance 
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of payments deficit'' (as outlined in this years World Developm
ent Report), the Rao government earnestly began to implen_ient 
the IMF ''medicine" the moment 1t came to power. Since 
there has been a flood of literature regarding the IMF • WB 
"Shock therapy"-the "stabilisation" and "adjustment'' progra
mmes-and as our own book "Nehru to Rao :India's plunge to the 
Debt Trap" (32) also deals with the class content of these 
policies, here we are not going in to the details of each of them. 
The IMF "Macro economic structural" and the WB "micro 
economic sectoral'' adjustment programmes applied in more 
than 70 debtor countries including India as a quid proquo for 
quick disbursing balance of payments <BOP) adjustment loans 
have the same features. The various policies like devaluation, 
curtailment of government expenditure, market liberalisation 
through elimination of subsidies and price controls, liberalisation 
of trade, liberalisation of banking systcm,privatisation of agricu
lture, privatisation of state enterprises and social programme.,,res · 
tructuring tax system,wa~e freeze e~c aim at shifting resources fr
from domestic sector to the external sector by curtailing comump
uon and investment r.s already noted.Thus the essence ofthe~e prog 
rammes is a further squeeze of the oeople in the name of replenis
hing foreign exchange reserv~s. Even Galbraith, an admirer of 
the capitalist system is compelled to sum up the Fund-Uank ther
apy thus: ''What has been called shock th~rapy is politically accc 
ptable only to those not experiencing, it, in consequence ... .libe
ralization·· .. is being associated with painful economic deprivat · 
ion and hardship" (33). In brief, the Fund- Bank prescriptions 
are a blatant violation of the baciic promise of accepted economic 
theory. The adjustments being forced on indebted countries are 
part of an overall effort to create a ''new world order" of dere· 
gulated global capitalism based on a reversion to neodassica I 
theory of competition. The 'Bretton Woods Twins' are the 
watch dogs of this 'new world order'. Corroborating Cheryl 
Payer who characterised IMF as '·the chosen in'itrument for 
imrosiug impt:rialaist discipline upon poor coun1ries (3-1) wilh 
documented evidences, while addre'ising the combined annual 
meetting of the IMF -WB combine in 1990, George Bush the 
current patron of 'Pax Americana' and 'new world order' made 
revealing statement: "The political leadership of the UN 
must be matched by the economic leadership of the IMF and the 
World Bank' '(35) Current Fund-Bank management of the Indian 
< conomy is also part of this global mission entrusted with them. 
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Recent Trends 

During the fir:.t six months of its existence the Rao 
govern~e:it h~s accomplished a first w~v~ of fi.scal, 'monetary, 
trade, 10dustnal and exchange rate pohc1es havmg far teaching 
consequences. Through their offices in Delhi the WB and I.MF 
are having a close watch on the day-to-day functioning of the 
lnJian economy. On the basis of the basic policy guictclmes, the 
government has already prepared detailed reports on the restr
ucturing various sectors of the economy such as banking system 
and financial institutions, tax system, public distribution system, 
licensing system, stock market, public enterprises, intellect
ual property rights, etc. to be clcsely scrutinised by the Fund 
-Bank experts so that even "pro-reform', media are compelled 
to commem: ''The ideological hold of the International Monetarv 
Fund• and the World Bank over the government now seems 
complet..:". (36) Th::y complain that all these are Jone without 
eve1' ioformiog the cabinet or parhauient. Along with these steps,' 
the -government has teen pouring more and more ·fuel on the 
fire of inflation by steepily hoisung the administered prices of 
all kinds of food and fuel items. The cascading effect of all these 
will have a further squeeze on the people in addition to the 
credit squeeze and wage freeze that have been already operating. 

According to available information the disinvestment of 
public sector units (ie, privatisation) may go up to 50% its against 
the present decision of disinvestment up to 20 % (37). Similarly, 
denationalisation of domestic industry ie, control passing from 
resident to foreign capitalists on a scale comparable with that 
in Mexico and Brazil is going to happen in India in the coming 
days as the government is committed to remove the remaining 
"10 percent restrictions" also. As the IMF steam roller moves 
further, hundreds of thousands of workers will be rendered job
less. In the agricultural sector, impoverishment ot small farmers 
will be a regular feature. With the capitulation to GATT, the 
entire service sector, trade related investment and intellectual 
property sectors and agriculturt will be hiJacked.by TNCs._ The 
serv ;cc !-ector, if the present trend continues, will subordmate 
the other sectors of m:iterial production. Unemployment and 
ma~s ro,·erty will assume gigantic prorortions. The country 
will t-c in a process of rerpelual d:-ain through 'unequal' trade 
and servicing of the huge external debt which has. c~ossed t~e 
Rs. 2 lakil crore mark. All these trends will tllke def 101te form 10 
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the commg days especially with the presentation of the coming 
budget. According to a report in the Indian Eicpress on January 
5 1992 transnational banking sources are of the opinion that 
.. ;he budget for 1991-92 could not reflect Dr. Manmohan Singh's 
policy measures as he did not have the sufficient time after 
assuming office. The coming budget will demonstrate the gove
rnment's sincerity in implementing the economic reforms". 
Thus after effectively trapping in the combined condition
alitie~ of the IMF-WB-GATT arrangement global capital is 
dictating terms on India with an ideological fannaticism. 
Anyhow, the worst is on the anvil. 

West Bengal Government's Alternative Policy 
Approach: Certain Comments 

On july 4, 1991 the West Bengal government under 
Jyoti Basu released a document entitled ·'Note on ao Alter
native Policy Approach to Resolve the Balanc..e of payments 
crisis'' (38) with the backing of a wide spectrum of leftist econo
mists in the country. Here we are going to have only a few obs
ervations on this 'alternative approach' (39). The essence of 
this alternative approach was "an increase in income tax, 
better enforcement of the collection from existing taxes, 
including arrears, unearthing of black money, selective non
p1iority ends in non-plan expenditure of almost all the Min
isters'', "new possibilities of realignment in the centre-state 
relation'> towards more decentralisation'', "comprehensive im
port curtailment" anf ''a strong appeal towards the NRis'', 
etc. It may be stat;.ed that the West Bengal governments 
suggestion of "stren&thing resource mobilisation" through th
c:se methods had been c0nsistently espoused by the Indian 
State since the beginnmg of planning process itself. The 
response of C. P. Thakur, the official spokesman of the 
ruling party, towards this alternative approach is quite revea
ling. "Mr. Basu's initiative in suggesting a strong appeal to 
the NRis to come to India's rescue, better enforcement of 
colle~tion of taxes, measures to deal with black money tnd 
c~t ID non-plan expenduurcs were all coming from a p<>li
t1c.al leader who has his ears to the ground." ( 40) As is 
evident, tax evasion, black money, increase in direct taxes, 
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etc. are inherent in the class character of the Indian State 
and the government cannot move an inch forward in this 
direction solving this for resource mobihation. This way of 
making suggestions is superficial as well as separating poli
tics from economics. 

Dataching politics from economics is more evident in 
the suggestion for making "a strong appeal towards NRis 
so that the N R I-Capital flow can be favourably reversed". 
Recently, the N R I factor has become a prominent feature 
of the Indian scene. Reports of various commission and 
corruption 'Scandals' in the country have shown that the so 
~alled NRI assets running into hundreds of billions of dollars 
are being ac1.ummulated abroad by siphoning off funds from 
this country. Despite their so caUed Indian origin, in their 
dealings with Indi.1 the activities of N R Is are similar to 
TNCs. Iu fact NRI is a safe Indian label currently il) use 

. by inte~oatiooal capital. In brief th<! West Bengal Govern
ments' approach of.differentiating NRis or TNCs from JMF· 
WB combine · and characterising the former as good and latter 
as the source of evil is too simplistic that cannot compre
hend the complexities involved in th.: operation of transn
ational capital. India's adoption of Fund-Bank package is 
conditional for getting not only loans from IMF but also for 
aid and investment by TNCs in various forms. West Bengal 
Governments' alternative approach may be compared with Nit
ish Sen Gupta' s (who is secretary of the planning commission) 
suggestion of considering tourism industry as an alternative 
to I M F loan. He opines: ··May be toux ism alone can help 
us in overcoming the present balance of poyments crisis and 
we need not have to go to IMF" (41) 

Conclusion 

The current economic cns1s of India has yielded an 
unending stream of news, articles and books on Indian Eco
nomy. None of these discussions has a hi~torical approach to 
the problem. Superficial approach of ~am stream left. that 
characterises the new policies as a dev1at.1on fr~~ .the hither 
to followed development pattern makes Its cnuc1sm more 
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apparent th:in real. On the other hand, as this paper has 
drawn out, the re...:cnt aevclopments including the irredeem· 
able debt trap, are a logical corollary of the very same 
development policies in vogue right fro:n the time of transfer 
of power in 1947. As shown, India's development strategy 
evolved and proceeded right along the track chartered by 
international capital that assumed new forms of operation in 
the post s.:cond wodd WJr era. This ha~ been in the context 
of a new colonisation, accomplished by global capital, using 
the instruments of IMF-WB-GATT, TNCs and a host of 
other international institutions in close link with developed 
capitalist states, at an international level. As a result, more 
than 80% of the mankind living in the "new colonies·' of 
Asia, Africa and L:nin A·nerica is now under the subjugation 
of an internattonJl d ·b. crisis. Unequal trade, debt servi
cing and otht:r outflow_, of re,ourccs to global market are 
squeezing these people. In the context of the set back 
suffered by leftist fore'" at a global level,. the agents of 
global ·capital are further iotrn~ifyi.og their plunder over the 
third world through a further refinement .of the.· 'free-trade 
doctrine" that had historically served the interests of stro
ngest capitalist powers. A correct historical understanding 
of these developments is indispen.,able to overcome this horre
ndous ~ituation. In this context, to end, a quotation from 
Marx whic.h is relevant even today would be apt: '·If the 
free naders cannot und~ntand how one nation can grow rich 
at t'.1c exp•n<e of another, we need not wonder, since the~e 
same gcnckmrn also refuse to understand how within one 
country one class can enrich itself at the expense of another·' ( 42) 
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14th Congress Of CPl(M): 
An Evaluation 

Jayakumar 

As an introduction to this evaluation of the 14th Con
gre.>s of CPI (M) it is necessary to point out some aspects 
of CPI (M)'s formation and about the ideological struggle 
which too\t place during this period and later about inter
national and Indian deYelopruents. Fierce ideological struggle 
had taken p!Jc~ wit hiu almost all communist parties at 
global level against the revisionist forces wbi.:h bad emerged 
inside the internat!onal communi~t mon:inent (ICM) during 
late fifties ar.d in sixtie!>. CPI(~\) was formed during this 
period following the struggle within CPI aud consequent 
split in 1964. But as CPI (M) leadership persisted in taking a 
centrist line and in essence embracing Krushchovian revisionism, 
a fierce ideological struggle surfaced within it leading to the 
formation of CPI (ML) similar to the formation of Marxist
Leninist parties in many countries. But due to the shortcomings 
in comprehensively evaluating the great changes taking place 
at international level the Marxist - Leninist movement 
faced serious challenges. Especially when revlSlonists 
usurped power in China also after the death of Mao Tsetung 
many these of parties failed in facing this new challenge and in 
developing cl::ss struggle according to the changed situation. As 
a result the ongoing struggle against Krushchovian revisionism 
taking place under the lead'!rship of CPC faced a serious setback 
from mid-seventies. Presently as a result of the serious efforts 
made by revolutionary forces including CPl(ML) (Red Flag) to 
find out the negative trends which had come up within the 
Marxist-Leninist movement and to rectifv them, these organis
ations and consequently th1: ICM is slowly getting strengthened. 

At the same timt: CPI (M) and similar revisionist forces 
arc facin~ a serious crisis today. In its Burdwan plenum of 
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1968 CPI (M) took a ccntfrt stand :rnd following this fully 
deviated to the rt vhicnist po~itions of Ci'~U lcaderi.hip. Foll
ow mg thii. in the la~t two dclades and more it has made many 
revisions and changes in its basic positions. Even then they were 
always claiming that they are following an independent line. 
During late sixties and early seventies as a result of the centrist 
positions it was taking towards international questions it had 
relations only with Cecescu' s Romanian leadership. As a party 
with a sizable membership the positions taken by CPI (M) lead
ership had evoked curiosity amcng many liberal sections. But 
very soon it was exposed that the content of their centrist po~ition 
on international questions was revisionism, and that their attri
buting a dual character to Indian bourgeoisie actually reflected 
their rightist politics. Abandoning agrarian revolution CPI (M) 
leaden.hip's ambitions were reduced to remaining as an influe
ncial bourgeois Parliament party in two or three states. They 
wanted to come to power and ding to power in these states. But 
the developments in East Buropt>an countries and later Soviet 
Union itself compelled them to take a rosition about them. 

Thei.e developments have made their old style balancing 
acts impossible. The 011ly alternatives before revisionist orga
nisations like CPI (M) today are either to reject totally all their 
Marxist-Leninist pretensions and transform themselves to so::ial 
democratic parties, or to rally in the anti-imperialist path up
holding Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought. It is now 
impossible for CPI (M) and arch-revisionists like them to conti
nue their old practice of upholding Soviet Union as a socialist 
country and leader of socialist camp, following blindly the line 
of CPSU and putting on the mask of Marxism. The exercises 
in their l 4th Congress held at .Madras in January beginning 
especially in their 'resolution on some ideological questions· arc 
efforts to extricate themselves from this d1ff icult condition. 

But this ideological document has totally failed in taking 
a ~cientif1c position about many questions like caoitalist restor
auun in the former socialist countires during the last decades, 
developing class strugr!e in the socialist countries, about the 
contrihutions of CPC in this including those of GPCR, about 
the scage and pach of revolution in third world countries etc. 
CPI (M) leader~hip was compelled to openly accept the capitalist 
restoration in Soviet Cnion under the pressure of circumHances. 
They arc making some pitiable efforts in this document to just
ify their past mi~take about ruling out all possibilities of capita-
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i'.>t rc:.turation in :,odafot i;uuntric~. They arc trying to ju5tify 
heir mistakes by claiming that they occurcd due to following 
he stand of the international conf crences of communist and 
~orkers parties held ar Moscow in 1957 and 1960. The docu
ncnt evaluates that because of this they failed in estimating the 
ialance of for..::-!s between imperialism and socialist forces. 

But even while making :;u.:h evaluations the document 
jo not accept the reality that the main reason for past mistakes 
Aas in determining the principal contradiction at the international 
1t\'el. CPI (M) is still following the posirion of revisi01.is1s from 
Krushchov to Gorbachov with regard to principal contradiction. 
The contradiction in recognising the possibility of capitalist resto
artion now and at the same time pursuing arch-revisionist positions 
~ut forward by modern revisionists reflects their ideologic.ll conf
usion. It is reported that vast rnajority of the delegates to the l 4th 
Congress refuse to accept the leaders Iii ;1 s iu-;t i fication that the 
source of the mistakes was clinging to the posir:ons put forward 
by the international conferences. It is a'.;o r .;?.>:t.:d that even the 
confession by the representative of th ~ central conmittee (CC) 
that "we could not undernand what was taking place in Soviet 
Union, we will b~ more c ueful in future" did not s!ltisfy the 
delegates. The document had not t•!k~n positions about many 
serious ideological questions. As such finally CC representative 
requested th! delegates to accept it a~ a "resolution on some 
i.icological que::stion>' '.The discussions on the ideo;ogical resolut
ic,n indicate that there are possibilitie-; for CPI(M)rejecting basic 
positions like dictatorship of th! proletariat upheld till now to 
cheat clldres and people, and embracing open social democratic 
positions in the sp::ci:ll conference going to be held soon. In this 
way we can see many similarities between this l 4th Congress 
of CPI (M) and 27th Congress of now defunct CPSU. 

Organisational questions 

The Mth Congress held at a rime when Cl) I \M.) was facing 
serious problems at organisational kvel. But io this Congress 
llO attempt was made like in the Salkia Plrnum to try to resolve 
these problems by finding out their political reasons. This is 
evident when we examine the reports of discussions and Congr
ess documents. Salkia Plenum was hck by CF! (:\1) in 1978 when 
~ollowing the great l'o!axalbari struggle and format on of.CPI (ML), 
111 north Indian states as well as in AP thl! organisational 1-ase 
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and strength of the mass org,mi5ations of CPI (M)wa5 becoming 
weaker day by day. Party leadership was compelled to openly 
admit in many states that even democratic centralism within the 
party was facing serious .challe~ges. Due to the rene~ade position 
pursued by the leadership d~rmg the emergen.cy per10~ a serious 
crisis had developed. It was 1n such a sttt1anon Salk1a Plenum 
was held. 

Though this Plenum was a complete failure in evaluating 
the organisational collapse in relation to the serious political and 
ideological mistakes in the Party, it had put forward few organi
sational suggestions to tide over the difficulties. CPI(M) has 
cv::luated this plenum as one of the most important conferences 
in its history. This Plenum had put forward ten important 
points including federalism, absence of self-criticism and colle
ctive leadership, keeping away lower levels of party organisation 
from policy formulation, deviation of the organisation from 
proletarian qualities, lack of reflection of party's mass base inside 
the party organisation, failure to provide political-ideological 
education to new cadres, lack of interest among elected people 
including MLAs and MPs to the propagation of Marxist-Leni
nist principles etc as the sources of serious weaknesses of the 
organisation. 

It is reported that many delegates pointed out the failure 
in taking any serious steps to implement the important points 
raised by Salkia Plenum. Though the leadership had pointed 
out the quantitative growth in membership of party and mass 
organisations especially in W. Bengal and Kerala during the .13 
years after the Plenum, it had nothing to off er as an explanation 
for the near wiping out of the organisation in Punjab, Assam a~d 
Kashmir. The leadership also had nothing to explain ab<.'ut its 
organisations' collapse in states likes UP, Bihar and A P where 
feudal oppression is still continuing, and it becoming the tail of 
the bourgeois organisatinns thcr.:. Even in states where the 
party was in power or is in pow~r for a long time like in \YI. 
Bengal c~·en antagonistic contradictions have surfaced between 
party and people, and betweer. party leadership and the ranks. 
It was reflected to some extent in the couro;e of the l 4th Cong
r.es.s. Discussions came up in the Congress about luxurio~s 
hvmg and corruption of party leaders from thc.se states. It is 
said that a section of the party workers tried to distribute a 
leaflet during W. Bengal state conference dealing with the corr-
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uption and favouriti:.111 under LF govt there and Jyothi Basu 's 
personal responsibility in it, and that it was prevented by the 
intervention of the central leadership. 

One of the main criticisms raised by the CPI, C P l(M) 
leaderships against the Marxist-Leninist movement in India 
durmg the last two decades was the splits within the movement 
and the formation of various groups. But contrary to their 
expectations, today serious efforts are made by the revolutionary 
forces to forge unity. As a result united activities at mass org
anisation's level are initiated. When the unity process among 
revolutionary forces is advancing what is the state of affairs 
within CPI, CPI(M) like revisionist forces? 

Groupism is rampant within all of them. About 100 groups 
are reported within CPI(M) with many of them as in W. Bengal, 
Kerala and Orissa going out. All pos~ibilities for discussing 
differences democratically is denied within the organi5ation. 
Those who differ or go out are physically assaulted as it was the 
practice in late sixties and seventies. Dissident leaders in Orissa 
was killed recently in this manner. In W. Bengal and Tripura 
it taking place on a large scale. It is impossible for the present 
leadership of C P I (M) which is leaping from revisionism to 
social-democracy to analyse the political·ideological sourc~s 
of the serious organisational weaknesses pointed out by Salk1a 
Plenum and to resolve them. The serious situation of federalism 
growing neglecting Party centre and such other problems can be 
resolved only by strengthening democratic centralism within the 
~rganisation. And the strengthening of democratic centralism 
ts possible only through a correct political centralisation. Only 
when we understand this we can see that an. organisational 
collapse is inevitable in CPI (M) which is pursuing ~ocial.
dcmocratic positions and as a result political centralisauon is 
becoming weaker day by day. Salkia Plenum did not try. to 
resolve organisational problems by strengthening .poht1~al 
centralisation and through it democratic centralism by discussing 
a~d resolving serious political positions like ahandonin~ o~ agra
rian revolution, rejecting the right of self-determmauon of 
nationalities in multi-national India which was upheld by the 
undivided Party till early fifties and once again upheld arter 
~axalb~ri, taking opportunist positions with regard to serious 
issues hke reservation questions which were the hall-mark of 
~PI (M) politics from its time of formation. As a result. by the 
tune of 14th Congress all serious problems like f ederahsm had 
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rcachcJ an irre11olvable position. Ai. a rei.ult tens of thousand~ 
of partv cadres and members of mass organisations are 
abandoning CPI( M) ranks. An effective political intervention 
by the revolutionary forces has become an urgent necessity to 
win over these section'! politically and to strengthen revolu tio na
ry ranks. 

The 14 th Congress documents have fully cxrosed the 
politid and org: ni5ational weaknesses of CPI (M). The basic 
and reasons for these weaknesses originated with CPI (M) embr
acing Krui.hchovian positions on international questions. In this 
context it will be helpful if we examine the basic positions put 
forward by revolutionary forces from the time of N axalbari on 
international questions. 

The Relevance Of The General Line 
Put Forwardby CPC 

Jn thi~ ccntcxt we ha\C to reitoate here the rekv20ce of 
the General Line put fo1ward by CPC unc'er the leadtrship of 
Mao in 196:3 by evaluating the international situation. It provided 
the idcclogicd basis for fo1muktirg the glcbal ftlatt:!'Y of the 
proletariat and thereby for dnelopil)g ideological suuggle sgaimt 
rnocern revisionhm. Uncompromisingly struggling against modern 
revisionists who by stating that the principal contradiction is 
between socialist world and capitalist world buried all other 
main contradicticns at global level, the General Line correctly 
put forward that the principal contradiction in contemporary 
world situation is between imperiafom on one side and the opp
ressed nation and people on the other. CPC initiated GPCR 
against capitalist roados from ~uch a correct st2ndpoint. It 
enthused the revolutio!lary forces all ovu the world. But even 
during GPCR the LinPiaoist section within CPC had questioned 
the essence of General Line and had put forward an erroneous 
understanding about present era as an era of 'total collapse of 
imJ?erialism and all round \'ictory of proletarian forces'. Jn the 
article 'Long Live the victory of People's War' aim Lin Piao 
had put forward this crroneo11s ~.osi tion. He tried to diminish 
the strength of imperialism and exaggerated the strength of 
revolutionary forces. Though many of the erroneous rositions 
of Lin Piao were questioned and defeated soon, the erroneous 
political position based on which he had put forward his line 
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could not be studied in di:pth and its political comequences 
could not be properly evaluated· then. This wrong tendency 
which had surfaced during the GPCR period had its profound 
impact on the negative tendencies which later afflicted the 
Marxist-Leninist movement al1 over the world. 

When we examine the later period we can see that the 
'theory of three worlds' put forward by Deng Tsiaoping after 
the death of Mao Tsetung created serious ideological confusion 
within the international working class movement - Depicting 
Soviet social imperialism as the main enemy of the world ·people 
Deng put forward a new global strategic line for the world 
proletariat : that is uniting with all forces including US imoer
ialism against the enemy. This theory put forward by Deng 
wrongly evaluating the world situation was aimed at thwarting 
rhe progress of class struggle and for abandoning all positive 
aspects and achievements of GPCR. 

The revolutionary forces in In India including CPI (ML) 
(Red Flag) was engaged in struggling againc;t the counter-revolu
tionary positions of Soviet, Chinese leaderships by uph':lld ing 
the essence of the 1963 General Line. Alongwith this they were 
engaged in an uncompromising struggle in India against CPI, 
CPI (M) like revisionist forces as well as the so-called revoluti
onary groups who were upholding Dengist positions. Today the 
collapse of the world revisionist camp including the fall of 
Soviet Union have put CPI - CPI (M) like forces as well as 
three world theorists into utter confusion. It is in this backgro
und CPI (M)'s efforts to unite with some degenerated revolut
ionary groups like Vinod Misra group (or IPF) should be seen. 

Question Of Unity Of CPl(M)-CPl(ML) Forces 

Right from the time of 1968 Burdwan Plenum CPI(M) 
leadership was repeatedly propagating that 'Naxalism' is the 
main trend to be fought and defeated within the working class 
movement. When this very same leadership ii'! co~ing forward 
with the slogan of unity with some 'Naxal' groups Jt should be 
closely examined. CPI(M) Iead~rship ~rowned the gre.at Naxal
bari struggle in blood. It conspired WJth all ot~e.r rubng class 
forces in murdering tb.>usands of CPI(ML) acuv1s~s ~nd m~ny 
CPI (ML) leaders all over the country. Even now 1t 1s conun
lling these heinous acts in AP, Bihar and elsewhere. It shows the 
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real nature of the slogan of unity with 'Naxals' CPI(M) is rais
ing. Only when we examine CPI(M)'s approach to Naxalbari 
struggle and to the important ideological struggles that led to the 
formation of CPI(ML), we can realise the hypocrasy of the 
unity slogan now raised by it. 

Today C P I (M) is talking about unity not based on 
any int~ntion to move towards the revolutionary stand by 
abandoning its earlier arch-revisionist positions regarding vital 
issues like the class character of Indian bourgeoisie, stage 
and path of Indian revolution etc. On the contrary it is only 
a clever move from their part to save themselves from the 
corisis they are facing due to the bankruptcy of their earlier 
political-ideological positions. The almost total collapse of 
CPI (M) iu Hindi region especially in states like Bihar and 
the growth of the revolutionary groups in the5e areas are 
the main reasons for it to try to forge unity with Viood 
Misra group like organisations whkh have totally degener
ated to revisionist positions. It is clear from the positions of 
CPI (M) as well as. V M group publish.ed in the orgaa 
'Liben:tion• of V M group (Even after •l>a.ndoni.ng all Naxal 
bari po"itions V M group is utilising these titles to hood.
wink the people as much as they can) explaining the dii
cussion between CPI(M)'s polirbureau member Prakash Kaut 
and V M group. C P I (M) representative is pointing out two 
issues as important welcome steps by V. M group: first, 
abandoning Deng's three world theory as CPI (M) has dun~ 
and moving closer to it OB all important international issue!>; 
second, abandoning the path of people.'s war ud deviating 
to parliament.arism. According to Karat the o:ily point rem
aining to be rectified by V M group are firstly the phrase
mongering about the heritage of Naxalbari, anri secondly the 
practice of contesting elections under the banner of IP F 
instead of utilising party's banner as CPI(M) and others are 
doing, CPI (M) hu already united with a few degenerate groups 
like A">him Chatterjee grouo. But the genuine revolutionary gro
ups i~ India who are upholding the path of people's war and 
agrarian revolution have totally rejected the opportunist unity 
slogan of CPI (M). 

According to the revolutionary forces in India the line 
of people's democracy put forward by CPI (M) totally reject 
agrarian revolution and is quite cOJttrary to the position pur for
ward by Lenin in 'Colonial Thesis' and substantiated through the 
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New Democratic Revolution in China. CPI (Ml's stand ahout the 
dual character of Indian bourgeoisie has become a L1ughing 
stock in present day India which is totally transformed into a 
neo-colont. Things have changed so much in recent day that 
CPI (M) cannot talk even about the 'progressive nature' of 
India's foreign policy. The bankruptcy of CPI (M)'s evaluation 
about the progressive nature of India's foreign policy is repe
atedly proved now with Rao government's full recognition of 
Israeli and South African governments, supporting all US po~it
ions in UN, and with the supply of oil to US war planes during 
the aggression against Iraq. All these prove that afrer the bank
ruotcy of all its political-ideological positions ar~ totally exposed, 
CPI (M) is not ready to change them and as such is confirmed 
more and more as a ruling class party. Its slogan of unity with 
revolutionary forces is only a clever move to save itself from 
the serious crisis it is facing presently. 

When we comprehensively evaluate the decisiom of the 
14th Congress of CPI (M) it is becoming more and more clear 
that they have moved significantly further to more rightist posi
tions on all basic international and nation1l issue> when co"Ilpared 
even to the centrist positions they hid taken in Burd wan Plenum. 
The bankruptcy of the line they were pursuing for the last two 
decades is becoming clear as daylight. It is more established 
today that Indian revolution can advance only by firmly uphold
ing Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought and assimilating 
the lessl)ns of Naxalbari. As a res•Jlt of the economic political 
policies pursued by the ruling classes totally mortgaging 
the country to imperialist powers, the basic contradictions 
here have become more and more inten">ificd. CPI (M) which 
played a not so insignificant role in keeping 
intact Rao government in power so far has already moved 
to irrepairable path of renegacy. Exposing this position of 
CPI(M) and consistently developing struggles against it revolu
tionary forces have to urgently unite and ad\·ance forward. • 
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We mu:>t alway., n:mcmbcr that the revolutionary peo
ple of IndiJ repeatedly participated in the communi-i 
movement, fought, maJ:: untold ~acr1ficeo;, and laid doWll 
their lives. We are the heirs to th! glorious tradition whid 
the heroic martyrs of Punnapra -Vayalar, the heroic fightm 
of 'Tclengana, and the fighting workers and peasants of 
every province of India est3blished by sacrificin~ innumer· 
able lives. We must be tru~ to t'.1~m and carry forward 
their tradition. The heroes of Kayyur went to the gallowi 
with the name of th! Communist Party in their lips. It I! 
that Communist P.utj which we represent. This party has 
become today's Communist Partv of lndiJ (Marxist-Leninist} 
In order to pr ::::isely carrv forw ird tint tr..1dition it is necessarJ 
for us to sum up their great experience and create the mosi 
intense class hatred against wrong ideas. 
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